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A meeting of minds
That may change
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No matter what you

collect, you have to know

what makes that one
particular item more
valuable than others. This
definitive treatise provides
an insight for today's disc
collector.
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There seems to be a storm brewing over the use of the word “I-iisliee", .i tiiiileiiitiik
registered by Wham—O Mfg. Co. back in I959 May 26, I95‘), in he <‘\.l\l A group or
people very active in the sport has taken the position that the word “I it-.l-ee" ha-. lM't‘tttllt'
generic and belongs to the sport. Wham—O takes the position that it is a teyally
trademarked word and belongs to them for identification of their flying til‘-t liltltlllt t-. I did
some thinking about this issue, and I figured that neither side would he meilt liiippy \\|llI
my opinion, so I thought I would keep quiet and let it ride on its (\\\II ttiii |lI.it isoiittt he a
cop-out. Therefore, I am going to speak my mind on the niattei and take my liiriip-. tioni
—

both camps.

First, a quick background about the issue without going into the stirtt ley_.il end «it rt: A
business can register a word, phrase, or logo with the U.S. Patent ()lllt|' to lie ll‘-t‘ti as it
trademark for their products. ()nce duly registered, they are the only ones who ttlll use that
word or logo to identify a certaiti product as being a particular brand Aloiiy uith the right
of being the sole user of a trademarked word or logo, goes respoiisihilits to use that
trademark in a proper manner. This responsibility is outlined by the rules .iiii| lt'y_Illt|llUII\
of the trademark law.
The origin of the word “l"t'ishcc" can be traced back to the pie pan and eoottre can lid
throwing days of the forties. It appeared in print as early as I954, spelled "I ii/hv”. in
reference to a guts type game played with a cookie can lid. It was at that \(‘I\‘ lllllt‘ that
plastic discs began replacing the tin variety on the Ivy League and otlici I .i-.t ( o.ist college
campuses. The name stuck, and dtiririg the late fifties a plastic saticei \\;ls otten ieteried to
as a “Frizby“, “Frisbie", or “I-'i'isbee" in newspaper and magazine articles that atteiiipted to
describe the burgeoning fad on the college campuses.
Of the several manufacturers iiiaking and marketing plastic flying discs at that tune, the
Wham-O Mfg. Co. alone had the foresight to see the potential of the \\Ultl "I iishec" as it
trademark. They applied to the U8. Patent Office and were granted the iegisteteil
trademark on May 26, 1959. It sliotild he understood that this action by Wliain t) was
completely legal and from a business standpoint, very, very wise.
No problems occurred with this tradeiiitirk until the sport began to grow and the
business of selling flying discs began to get very lucrative. Wham—O had such iesoiiiidiiig
success in marketing Frisbee" brand flying discs that, as the sport of disc flviiiy hlossoined
into a world—wide activity during the seventies, it became almost universally, .'iltlioiigli
improperly, referred to as "frisbeeiiig" or “playing frisbee”, instead of the iiioie act iiiatc
“disc flying".
Wham—O was partly to blame for this, but only to the extent that they were caiiglit by
surprise by the rapid growth in popularity of disc flying. They had been lax at policing the
proper use of their trademark and even iiiistised it themselves at times. But no one cared
much at that time because the activity of disc flying was not very popular or well known.
“Frisbee" was not the household word that it is today. When the disc flying booin did come
in the mid~seventies, Wham«O‘s legal depaittiieiit began brushing up on the tradeiiiaik law
and realized that the company should begin to take better care of their tradeiiiark. Since
then, Wham—O has led an ever increasing cainpaigii aimed at the proper use of the
trademarked word “Frisbee".
The group of people who argue that the word “I‘rishee" belongs to the sport and should
not be owned by any one manufacturer claims that Whaiu-() forfeited the right to the word
when they allowed it to be used improperly. I liese people tirguc that it was the misuse of the
trademark that was responsible for the word "l‘Il'slK'L‘" becoiiiing generic in nature and well
known as the name for disc flying activities.
It is my opinion that, since Wham»() did legtillv and iiglitliilly register the word
“Frisbee” as their trademark for flying discs, they still lI.‘I\t' the sole right to the word,
despite the mistakes they may have made with its use along the isav. When they became
aware of their mistakes, they took steps to rectify thciii. aiiil lIII\t‘ heeii rising the trademark
properly ever since.
However, the reality of it all is that the word “I-iislwee" has iiiilei-il liecouie ti household
generic term, and as such, its worth to Wham—() is actually not as xaliialvle us it used to be.
With store owners and consumers thinking that “frisbce" is the oliiei t, .i person would have
to specify a “Wham-O" frisbee in order to guarantee she/hc will be shoisii .i Iviishee" disc
rather than one of many other brands now on the market, good and hail alike
Right now may be the perfect time for Wham-() to make its hrggest t't|l|lIllIIIlItIIllo the
sport of disc flying, to create good will, and demonstrate, once and lot all, that their iiiaiii
concern is to make the best flying discs that technology can pindiice Whiiiii t) toiilil
donate the word “Frisbee" to the sport that is destined to become one ot the l-iggi-st and
most popular mass participation sports of all time. Wham 0 could say "Ilev look, we are
proud of our part in the development and growth of this great sport We would like to
make the word “Frisbee” available for general use as the iiauie tor the sport. It is the word
that the sport started with back in the pie pan days ot the toitie-. aiiil ll seeiiis fitting that
the sport should continue on to its inevitable greatness kit--mi .i~. 'tri-.hee'." Wliani-() would
go down in history as the company who took iii the sport III it-. nitaiicy, carefully nurtured
it. and developed it into an international sport.
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On the other hand, if Wham—O
keep the name to themselves, and they have every right to do
so, the sport will come to be universally known as disc flying, and the
word “Frisbee” will be just one of any
number of brand names for good flying discs on the market. “Frisbee® ”
will eventually be no more significant
than “Titleist® is to golf or “Voit®
is to basketball. There is nothing inherently wrong with this alternative.
It simply seems that it would be less
than an ideal way to go. Donating the
word “frisbee” may be a very bold
and generous offer, but one that
would benefit everyone concerned.
Wham-O would not have to legally
defend a trademark that is not as valuable as it once was or is still thought
to be, and the players would not have
to spend money and time trying to legally wrest a term that, by the same
token, wouldn’t be all that valuable to
them, either.
Wham—O shouldn’t hestitate to donate Frisbee on the grounds that they
would be left without a working
trademark. The word “Wham—O” is a
powerful and very recognizable trademark that could easily be transferred
to their discs. The word “Frisbee” has
lost its effectiveness at identifying a
wants to

”

”

product

as

belonging to

a

particular

company. The word “Wham—O”
could accomplish that much more ef-

fectively.

But until the time comes that
“Frisbee” is donated by Wham-O, or
deemed generic by the courts, Flying
Disc Magazine and every other publication, for that matter, has a legal obligation to use the word properly.
Because of our willingness to fulfill
that legal obligation, some readers
have accused us of selling out to
Wham-O. Well, that’s true! We sold
the back page to Wham—O and we will
sell out to anyone that wants to pay
the price of an ad. But just try to buy
our editorial opinion. No one liars that
much money
we stop publishing
before we sell our independence.
.

.

JIM PALMERI

.

a disc-inactive college community;
the most disc—intensive communities that
exists—Amherst, Massachusetts.
Five colleges from which to choose:

Don't get

come

caught in

to one of

AMHERST COLLEGE
HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE (placed 2nd in the nation in
ultimate in1976 and offers the opportunity for a
degree in disc flying)
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
SMITH COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

—REG|ONAL DIRECTOR SITE
—Home of the northeast’s foremost professional team
NEW ENGLAND FRISBEE DISC ATHLETICS
—FOUR DISC CLUBS
—Host town of a National Series meet yearly
—Four natural object golf courses and a disc pole course

nearby

——HOSt town of the NEW ENGLAND INVITATIONAL
FLYING DISC CHAMPIONSHIPS
—site of '76 NATIONAL ULTIMATE MEET, '77 and '78
EASTERN ULTIMATE MEETS and the '79 NORTHEASTERN REGIONAL MEET
—Home of one of the biggest disc mail-order houses in
the worId—DlSC WARES UNLIMITED
—Regularly scheduled gym time in the winter for disc

play only

—Accredited disc classes that can be taken for credit by
students at any of the Five Colleges
—Home of one previous World Champion, the current
MTA record holder Mark Vinchesi, last year's Overall
World Champion, Krae VanSickIe and the current World

Flying Disc Championships [Santa Cruz] Freestyle
(Thampion, John Dwork
All set in a muIti—cuItural, high stimuli, prrmrtxssivv
rommunity

FDM
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ANGRY READER.
ALREADY

.

A reader took grave

to our
was

.

exception

last issue, stating that he

’’appalled at its

contents.”

Among the examples he cited

the Briefly item in which we
suggested that Wham—O’s "1 00
Mold may be the best flying
disc ever made.” He questioned

was

with, ”Who gives your
magazine the right to imply or
us

direct interest towards products?”
This confused us somewhat,
because we thought that
everyone understood that this is
precisely the whole reason for
the existence of Flying Disc
Magazine. What is our purpose
if it is not to report on and give
opinions about the people,
events, and most of all, the
flying discs of our sport? We are
under the impression that
Freedom of the Press is still a
part of our constitutional rights.
When we come across a disc
that we think is top quality, we
are going to tell our readers
about it. It’s as simple as that.
Of course, we knew that we
couldn't please everyone, but
that fact won't ever stop us from

trying.

MORE GOOD READING!
disc news pub|ic.ition
is out. Published quarterly, the
Real Flyer promises to be
A

new

interesting and informative

flying
enthusiasts everywhere. Best
yet, it won't cost you anything to
have it sent right to your door.
The Real Flyer is a free
circulating publication and you
can get it by sending your name
and address to: The Real Flyer,
reading for disc

PO. Box 4103 Santa Rosa, CA
95402. They weren't overly kind
to us or our editor in their first
issue, but we still think you
should put it on your
recommended list of reading.
Their list of upcoming topics
looks impressive and you may
not want to miss them.

( .ile Ill West Sim kbridge
Rt. ‘lill llieu i|.uii ihowder
rotates with ()lllt'l Iiiie foods and
appears every llllltl week or so.

Ruby”s

on

If you (lr(‘ lui ky, you will catch
the clam (ll()Wtlt‘l week. It's the
very best <l.uii < lIUW(lt'f
anywhere in the wutltl that's no
exaggenitioii lhe very best! Top
off your ine.i| with .i iiiiuitl or
two of (list i,-«iii .ii ilie Oak and
Spruce l)isi l’ii|e llHlt' (nurse

nearby.

NAFDS?
There has been

.i

very

significant <'h.inge in the North

American Series lnr l‘!ti(). For
the first time in its live year

history, these nieeis

SOUP ANYONE?
If you're traveling through

Massachusetts from the west
toward Amherst or Boston, and
you get hungry for some super
good food, (:heck out Miss

will not be
limited to just lrishee l)r.ind
discs. Wham-() will umtiiiiie its
sponsorship of the ineets .ind
will use the points si nreil as the
basis for inviting p|.iyers tn
participate in the Witt) Wurlil
Frisbee disc (:ll<llll|)l()ll\lll[)_As
the WFC name implies, the
Wham-O promotional test will
be limited to l-rishee (list s as in
the past.
Because of the size .ui(l
importance oi the Wham ()
series, the net t‘ll('(l for disc
sports is .i very important shift
from pi'irii.irily ilosed to

priinarily open competition.
liriiigs the impact of
Wli.|l1l‘() sport participation

It

also

into

much

more

questioned by

reasonable

the contest.

proportion.

Although most players would
agree that the change has been

any

player in

overdue, it will be welcomed
and serves as a promising sign
for the healthy development of
our

sport.

light of this major change,
flying discs used in competition
must meet the following
In the

standards:
1.

Have

a

saucer—|ike

configuration with a flight
plate unbroken by holes and
an

inner rim

depth which

at least 5% of
measurement.

2.

is

the diameter

Be made of solid

plastic

material, without any
3.

inflatable components.

Not exceed 40

cm

in

diameter and not weigh
more than 9 grams for each
centimeter of diameter
measurement.

4.

5.

6.
7.

essentially as produced,
without any post-production
Be

modifications which affect
the weight or flight
characteristics.
Be of a production type disc
available commercially to
the public in number of at
least 1,000.
Present no undue danger to
players or spectators.
Be

specifically approved by

the event director if

LONG

DISNCE FLYER

Parker Brothers, famous for
Monopoly and other board
games are soon going to be
marketing a flying ring called
the Skyro® The Skyro ring is
designed for long distance
.

flying. We haven't tested one
yet, but super disc flyer, Tom
McRann, has reportedly thrown
one 240 yards. That's not a
240 yards. The claim
misprint
is that even the beginning disc
flyer can easily throw the Skyro
ring over 100 yards, and that the
experts can expect to average
—

200

yards.

We

are not

skeptical

of these claims because we saw
a film of the Skyro ring being
flown....its flight patterns looked
intriguing, to say the least. We
can't wait to try one ourselves
and report the results.

ULTIMATE HAPPENINGS
A referendum was recently
held to decide whether the
spring or the fall season would
be the time to hold the annual
National Ultimate
Championships. From the debate
that raged during the Northeast
Ultimate Conference held last
December, it figured the vote
would be close, and it was.
Sixty-two teams voted for the
fall, with fifty—one teams opting
for the spring. So look for a big
Ultimate Championships this
fall.
Speaking of Ultimate, players
interested in voicing their
interests in the sport should
consider joining the newly
formed Ultimate Players
Association, the U.P.A. The
U.P.A. will be to Ultimate what
the F.P.A. is to Freestyle, and the

CPA. is to Cuts.

Membership is

$5.00, and includes
and

a

voting

a

newsletter

voice in what

happens in Ultimate. Send your
name, age, team affiliation, if
any, and address to U.P.A., PO.

Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA
93103.
And speaking of P.A.'s, being
formed right now as we go to
press are players associations for

disc

golf, DDC, and the field
Complete information

events.

about these organi/ations will
continued on page X

LETTERS
I received your first edition of Flying
Disc Magazine and would like to offer you and your staff my sincere

congratulations on a really marvelous job. Your work is obviously a

labor of love, and all of us here at
Wham—O wish you and your staff
nothing but success and prosperity
for the future.
Robert P. Gardner
Vice

President, Sales/Marketing

Wham—O Mfg. Co.
You have

really got quite

magazine there. As

soon as

first FDM I read it from

a

I

great

got my

cover to

be detailed in our next issue
The discussion of the moment
among the leaders of these new
associations and those of the

already existing U.P.A., CI’./\.,

ing a real contribution to the growing maturity of disc sports.
Brand Frentz

and Fl’./\, is that perhaps an
overall federation of disc sports
made up of representatives from
each of the players associations
may be a good idea More about
that as it develops

Davis, California

Congratulations on your new magazine! I want to encourage all players
to support your magazine by sub-

scribing and not just reading their
friends’ copies. We are all pushing
for the same thing, and that is a bigger and better sport. Good luck to
my friends in the sport and at FDM,
and a special good luck to the new
publication that we all hope will encourage the sport to grow and im-

right away. One thing for sure, prove.
you really know how to put together Peter Bloeme
Pro—Disc Jammers
a disc magazine. But another thing
I’m not so sure about is your spell- Lakewood, Ohio
cover

ing! On the front

cover

of the

February edition you spelled
February, ’Feburary’. But who said
disc fanatics are supposed to be
scholars anyway? As far

as I'm con»
you can change the spelling
to the way you have it, because
that’s how it sounds. Keep up the

cerned,

great work, and look out for the
Ohio State University Ultimate team
we're gonna be hot!
Bruce Deerhake
Columbus, Ohio

-

February? Misspelled? Would you
believe that was another word in our
word puzzle? At least that is the excuse we are going to hide behind this
Ed.
time.

NEW FREESTYLE DISC
From Discraft Products in

Michigan, comes a brand new
Freestyle disc called the Sky—
I was quite impressed by the profes- Styler. It is slightly smaller and
sionalism and overall style of Flying lighter than a Wham—O 165 g.,
Disc Magazine. I especially enjoyed measuring ten and a half inches
your coverage of the WFC at the in diameter as compared to the
Rose Bowl and the interview with 165’s ten and seveneighths

Scott Zimmerman. Your article on
the Pluto Platter was very enIighten—
ing to new collectors such as myself.
I also hope that you will continue to
be able to offer a variety of different
discs in the Mail Order Service

Craig Cordon
Endicott, New York

Thanks Craig. We appreciate your
favorable comments. 99.9% of the
letters we have received have been
very positive, with only one, so far,
I subscribed to Flying Disc on the negative side. The most apMagazine in February 1979, an(l got preciated articles have been the WFC
my first issue today It was worth and the Pluto Platter stories. The
waiting for. Congratulations and least commented on feature {no one
—

thanks, to you and all the others who

put it out. you have set a high slan~
dard with this first issue; if you (an

keep

it up, I think you will be niak

8 FDM April—Moy

yet]

was

the

”Coming

Next Issue’’

column. I guess we will have to
spend more than five minutes on that
feature next time. Ed.
—

inches. The rim of this new disc
too thin for comfort, but we
are told by the manufacturer that
( urrent work on the mold is
taking that into account. The
prodiii lion niodels will have a
Illlt kei iiiii than the prototype
llial we Iesletl
Ilie iiiidersitle is totally free of
engraving, and ieat Is very well
with silii one to piotliii e an
excellent (lelay suitat e Ilie
plastic reminds us of the old 2nd
period (‘H (II\( It II is as durable
as the old ( M, then we may have
a truly lllII)lt'.II\iII)ll‘ disc on the
market ()lll Iiesl etlorts to break
the dist in )0"! weather went in
vain, and we were told that the
(list (Il(I l|()l break in a similar test
at l"! ()iily time, and much use,
seems

coiiliiiucd on page 13
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SPECIAL SIGHTS
AND DISC DELIGHTS
,

The

play

question, “Why is flying disc
special?” has been passed

so

around many circles. The answer to
this should probably be examined
closely as it may assist us in understanding more fully our motivations.
This process of introspection may
reveal useful insight about ourselves.
Some of us are here by happenstance. We just find ourselves amid
friends who play disc, consider it a
comfortable niche in society because
we’re accepted socially, have
developed some degree of prowess
and plausibly a few other individual
reasons which detain us here. Others
of us have through a holistic perspective, reviewed the benefits and
liabilities of various sporting activities and have then selected the disc
on its merits.
One of the more obvious benefits
is that disc play is healthful. It affords therapy for both our visceral
and cerebral selves. It is therapeutic
for the mind because of its cathartic
effect in that it is an escape from
reality, and consequently our everyday pressures. It is therapeutic
physically because of the exercise
derived from play and the physical
stress that is typically released during
noncontact, low ego—involvement
sports activities. However, these
benefits are common to all activity
sports, so this doesn’t make disc play

special.

To step aside briefly, there is one
distinction that I think should be
made regarding stress in flying disc
sports. It seems that the more

involved a player is competitively
and/or professionally, the less of an
escape from reality it can offer
because at some degree of commitment, the player passes through a
threshold, after which disc sports are
the player’s reality. (Or should I say
worker's reality?) It is at this point
that disc play can not only not be a

mal

gratification derived from which-

ever

of the disc sports in which the

participant is engaged, there is also
the enjoyment had by some players
by watching numerous discrete occurrences called flight.
A lesser recogni/ed affinity that

of us have for the disc is the facof its novelty. As the disc’s
presence becomes more pervasive in
our societies and some of our lives,
the novelty either has or probably
soon will have worn off.
Another attractive quality the disc
offers is that all the disc sports so far
are relatively safe and injury—free.
some

tor

“What is important is
what we make of our
own personal disc experience and what we
contribute to others
along the way.”
This, I would like to believe, is not by
virtue of the medium, but rather due
to the compassionate bent of the in-

telligentsia directing the developing

stress—purging

disc sports.
Some like disc
escape,

it

be
who find
can

stressful. For those of us
disc sports stressful, perhaps we
should pursue another activity for
purely recreational purposes.
An attraction to the disc for some
lies simply in its intrinsic flight characteristics. This is the joy that many
receive from just observing a disc
soar as though it were defying our
planet's gravitational force. What this
means is that in addition to the nor-

play because it is inexpensive. l"or most levels of the disc
experience this is true. For the touring
competitor/professional this probably isn’t true. (in '78 and '79, l personally spent over $3.()()() each year

disc related travel expenses and
not to mention the
disbursed
for my inane old
money
bad habit of collecting.)
It has been said that there is
strength (and other benefits) in
llllIIIl)C|\. In our case, one of the conon

playing stock.

PHOTO DONNELL TATE
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verses

of this holds true. As

a conse-

numbering few, most all of
the proficient players who compete
quence of

know

one

another. Our small

munity also allows beginners

com-

access

to meet and compete with the world’s
best at most tournaments. Few sports

claim that. But then, I guess few
want to claim that.
At least most disc sports are in
their infancy. Resultantly, virtually
anyone can play a role in the development of most any disc sport. Each of
us has the choice of whether or not to
tap this option for the opportunity to
express ourselves creatively.
The last grace is the kind (of) people involved in this activity as compared to other sports. In years past,
there has always seemed to have been
a comradery amongst disc players.
That, coupled with the inordinately
high percentage of well-educated,
can
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sports would

liberal, sensitive, vegetarian types

found at tournaments induced more
than just a few of us into further
commitment.
Those of us involved now could
consider it a responsibility to main—
tain this high level of standards in
order to preserve this appeal for years
to come. In light of this, it should be
easy to impede any of the American
‘football mentality’ from seeping into
the organizational and game structures of our disc disciplines.
Even though this may not appear
to be true, as a species, historically,
we have grown more compassionate.
We plod along in a slow trudge en
masse toward the left. With suc—
cessive generations becoming more
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the various forms of oppression. This
trend, I believe, has manifested itself
markedly in the disc sphere.
The innumerated pleasures of the
disc dcscribed herein may not be part
or all of our individual choices for
playing tlisc sports. What our reasons
arc is not what is important. What is
iniporlunl is what we make of our
own Dclstllltll disc experience and
what wc cmmihutc to others along
the way. RL‘).',:|ltiiC\.\ of its other vir—
tues and lhc (lllt‘t‘ll0ll assumed in the
disc‘s evolution, the people alone can
continue to iiiukc «Ii-.c play special...
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Flash

Kingsley

ME TAPHYSICAL
DISC PLA Y
The dark times are here it seems.
We go through our daily lives witnessing increases in prices, natural
disasters, man made catastrophes,
rising crime rates, and last but not
least, disloyalty from neighbors and
fellow workers. Is there hope? Yes.
The world may be accelerating into
a tailspin of negatively oriented
cycles, but there is a glimmer of hope
for those who are optimistic and are
looking around them. The seven
thousand year old age of Kali begins
its closing as of 1979. Slowly, the
world is ushering in the Aquarian
age, and with its dawning, the raising
of the consciousness is prevalent.
Look around you. Notice the
renewed interest in religion, the environmental. quests, movements to improve diet and physical fitness, and
movements

to

improve psychic

It is all new and encourevidence of the new age to

awareness.

aging
come.

Disc flying will be playing a large
part in the movement, I believe. The
disc itself is a base symbol of the
esoteric sciences. We live on a sphere
and are thus influenced by cycles and
other systems of centrifugal force. As
a spherical object rotates, any given
point on the edge of the spinning object always will return to its reference
point, as long as the object stays in
motion. This is one of the reasons
why we have recurrent history

ranging

from

daily

yearly

sun

illustrates

our

and

movements to historical patterns of

civilization. It

cyclical

even

return to numerous lives
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the earth through reincarnation.
The spin of a sphere, or disc, has a
great influence on the object in rotation. The faster the spin the more
force is exerted on all parts attached
to and belonging to that sphere.
There is a secondary influence that a
spinning object is subjected to as it
rotates. It is called the rate of nutation or wobble around the axis. Take
a disc and turn it up into the selfstarted spinning attitude assumed
when nail delaying. While the disc is
spinning on your nail notice how it
will wobble in a consistent pattern
separate from the spin. This secondary influent is called the nutational
rate. All atomic particles and
molecular structures have both spinning movements and nutational rates.
The latter governs the relatively
recognizable space of all objects in
the physical universe. In other words,
those assemblages of molecules that
have identical rates of nutation make
up the observable universe which surrounds us. Those objects composed
of particles that have different rates
of nutation are of different planes of
existence.
The astral plane is the next highest
plane after the physical. A disc can
only function on the physical plane,
but a human is the only creature or

object on the earth thathas the ability“
to function on all seven of the planes.
An example of this can be illustrated
by two people playing freestyle. The
disc can only be tossed back and
forth. It has no other dimension than
that exerted by the humans who
throw it. If one individual is angry
and the other is in a mood of bliss,
the disc will react differently as the influence of the desire and mental
planes are exerted by the individuals.
One person’s flights will be more intense and erratic while the other’s will
most likely be based with floaters of
an accurate nature. “You say when
you play and you play what you

saying adopted by Tom
up this point quite well.
The intentions of the people playing disc govern its success and influence upon the physical. The raising
of the consciousness is beginning to
influence all phases of the earth
plane. The movement is young and
there are few, relatively speaking,
mean”,

Boda,

a
sums

who are dedicated to its progress. In
the above principles live some of the
hidden secrets which will make our
future generations enlightened and
successful. The disc will undoubtedly
continue to rise and be part of that
vilnl exchange and comprehension of
energy and motion.

will tell the real story, but we are
highly impressed with its cold
weather performance.
We are also impressed with the
Sky—Styler’s flight characteristics.
We didn't detect any evidence of
either over or understability, and
we liked the way it hovered.
We're going to schedule a full
flight test session with this
promising new disc, and we will
report the complete details when
all the facts are in

PROFGSSIONAL
F RlSD€€C:l>lSCT€AM

BETTER THAN EVER

Have you thrown a new 119g.
World Class Frisbee‘~"5" disc lately?
The 40 mold has been
completely rebuilt and the
resulting disc that pops out of it
may even be better than the
discs made from the original 40
mold tooling, the 1975 WFC
”Pepsi” discs, and the 1976 foursignature discs that weighed
between 115 and 118 grams. The
current retooled version
produces discs that weigh in at a

hefty 122

to 126 grams‘

They

in a DCA Midnight
Flyer version that tips the scales
at a whopping 140 to 160 grams

also

come

FIVE YEARS OF FULL TIME

of wind slicing mass. Whether
these new 40 molds are better
than the originals or not is up
for debate, but they certainly
are an improvement over the
2nd period 40 molds that they

TRAINING and OVER 1200
DEMONSTRATIONS MAKE
THE AIR ACES III THE MOST
SOPHISTICATED COMBINATION OF FRISBEE disc
SKILLS AND CROWD
COMMUNICATION
IMAGINABLEI

replace.

RETOOLING AND SOME
NEW DISCS FROM
WHAM-O
The entire (2 series of (lists
from Wham—O has llli(lt'r);()l1(‘
retooling and will (li)i)(‘tIl' this
year without any eiignwing on
the underside, leaving .1 ( |e.m,

uninterrupted delaying \tllI.l( e
lhatk good news for the

freesiylers; the less time spent
with (I r.i/or blade slicing the
letters oil the disc, the more
time spent on the field playing
with Il1(‘(l|'~.(
Also irom Wham-O this year,
is the new Pro Model, the 22A
and 22B lH()l(l'~. /\pparently, the
17 and 14 mold Pro Model
continued on ptigc Ill

To Schedule YOUR Event or Promotion, Contact:
AIR ACES THREE
PROFESSIONAL FRISBEE“ disc Team
P.O. Box 7866, Ann Arbor,
or Phone (313) 792-3694
Pm

e

IISI available upon

Michigan

request for Air Aces;

41807
Hltill order items.

May 24, 25, 26 (Three day tournament)

1980 NAS
OCTAD

NAS—OCTAD
Events: Disc Golf and Distance

(NAS-Points)

Plus: MTA for Senior

only

Competitors

Plus: Freestyle and K-9
Preregistration: By mail only and
postmarked before

must be

May 11, 1980.
Philadelphia Frisbee Club
PO. Box 322

Wayne, PA 19087
phone: Jim Powers (215) 687-1917
$10.00

Cost:

Includes entry into all events, party,
and an OCTAD 1980 visor.
Location:
Fairmount Park
Sedgely Woods Disc Golf Course
33rd and Reservoir Drive
Philadelphia. PA

filloafieif

cavities

heavy

Textured

ring.

Games using sportdiscs
are games of the future
“Best use of plastic ever"

Plastic injected and formulated
for high durability
Stress tested

better grip.

Easier to throw.

Large
’

area

ad or logo
7" maximum

D”,

Shoulder shape tested
to have maximum

flight stability.
11" in diameter

approximately
This size and shape has been
designed by World Class Frisbee‘
Masters to be used professionally
and competitively.

Totally smooth undersurlace for
advanced freestyle tricks.

Dreamflights manufacturing is an
exciting new company formed by World

Class Frisbee" Masters dedicated to the
educational and professional growth of
flying disc sports

DreomFligh’rs
ll: i»Hwi
43U7Mwu
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170 grams.

were

extensively

retooled to produce this new
disc, which is Pro Model in
shoulder shape and rim
structure, but is C series in flight
plate structure. The famous
cupola is now gone. The word is
that it will also be marketed as
a 110 g. model that will be the
official Double Disc Court disc
for the 1980 NAS series.
The DCA is marketing a
Midnight Flyer model from the
same molds that range from 113
to 135 grams, We’ve done a
little flight testing of the DCA
version and find that the lighter
113 and 116 gram discs we
tested are as susceptible to
head-wind turnovers as the old
Pros were. But, going with the
wind or in no wind conditions,
they are extremely stable, much
more so than the 17 and 14
mold Pros they will replace. The
135 gram version

we

tested is more resistant to headwind turnover, but not as
resistant as the 40 mold or 100
mold discs are. The DCA 22
mold discs seem to go as far as
the 40 mold Midnight Flyer, and
except for the head-wind
turnover, offer the same flight
characteristics all the way
around. The big difference is the
feel. The 22 mold discs have a
shallower rim than the 40 mold
discs, and whether that is good
or bad is a personal evaluation
that has to be made by the
individual thrower. Former
World (fhampion, John Kirkland,
claims that the 22 mold does
grab the chains of ti l)is(' Pole
Hole golf target l)('ll(‘f than the
40 mold discs do. If so, they
may become known .is ti good
putting disc for golf
One more now llt'll1 to be
coming from Wli.iin O is another
119 g. lT1()l(l l()Iltll1).{ the already
present 40 .iii(l 4| molds in
prodm tion it will be called the
42 l1l()l(l .iii(l we are told it will
lw vi~iy siiiiil.ir to the 40 mold.
Wu Wlll lw looking forward to
ti-stint; it and reporting the
(Ii-l.iils

THE SONl\/IA CONFERENCE

IN FERTILE
NORTHERN

CALIFORNIA

The

Sonorno \/olley hos long been
known for its fine wines ond meliow
people. Pieniy of boih were on
hdnd for whoi mdy hove been one of
The most significoni weekends in disc
hisiory. The “Sonorno Super Frizbee*
Conference” rnorks The beginning of
o new ero in disc sboris, one in
which we oil will hove more room To grow.

ARTICLE BY DAVE MAr2iNi
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where such a large gathering of
players actually took the time to meet

The conference was a Tom Wright
production sponsored by the United
Flyers of Sonoma, and was held on
January 19th and 20th at Sonoma
State University near Cotati, California. While

a tournament

format in-

cluding golf and freestyle was provided as recreation for the participants,
the play was not the major mission of

the conference. The weekend was
designed by the UFO’s as a chance for
head-to-head, heart-to-heart talks
among players and leaders in the
sport concerning our future directions and the growing desire among
many of us to free our sports from
overreaching, parental control by one
specific manufacturer.
Evident throughout the entire
weekend was the positive energy
flowing amongst all the participants.
This energy eminated from the resolution on the part of the players present that it is time for all of us to lend
our hands in sculpting disc sports in
accordance with our dreams. Mother
Nature reflected the positive mood of
the conference as exceptionally
warm, sunny weather blessed the entire event. Wounds in player relations
left festering from last year’s NAS
season showed positive signs of healing under the care of good weather,
good freestyle, and renewed friend-

ships.

The activities on Saturday included
one-round golf tournament, won by
Paul Hart of New Mexico, and a day
long jam amongst California’s finest
freestylists. Throughout the day,
various informal discussions took
a

place concerning Freestyle judging,

the proposed Freestyle Players
Association Tournament Series, and
the future of the independent disc
sport movement. Tom Kennedy of
Santa Barbara, director of the recently formed Ultimate Players Association, engaged in various discussions
concerning the direction of Ultimate
under the guidance of the independent players association he
represents.
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and talk with each other in an
organized fashion about the problems
we face and the future directions we
wish to take.
One of the central discussions of
The evening was organized around
the weekend, and a major issue facing a wine tasting and cheese party,
the independent disc sport move- featuring some of the finest indigement, involved the use of a trademark nous California wines that winetechnically owned by the Wham-O master Wright could gather. They
Mfg. Co., but commonly used as the were dispensed to the conference
generic term for the sports we play members according to a planned
and the implements we use to play schedule to insure maximum taste
them. It has been the opinion of Tom comparisons. After an initial socializWright, as well as countless others ing period, the panel was assembled
(including the general public), that at the front of the conference room.
this particular word no longer func- The speakers that evening in order of
tions as a trademark because it has appearance were Tom Schott, head of
lost its distinctiveness due to misuse marketing of the Brand-X Disc Manby its owners and general misunder- ufacturing Company, and tournastanding on the part of the public. ment director of the World Flying
Tom and many others have, in the Disc Championships; Gus Emerson,
past, used the term freely as a generic, co-owner of Dream Flights Manufachence the title, “The Sonoma Super turing Company; Tom Kennedy, diFrizbee Conference.”
rector of the Ultimate Players AssociBefore the conference, there was ation; David Marini, director of the
no major developments in this conFreestyle Players Association; Rick
troversy. But on Saturday of the con- Kovacic, national coordinator-proference, a representative of Wham-O moter for the 1980 F.P.A. tournapresented Tom with a letter from ment series; and Tom Wright,chair—
their attorneys informing him in very man of the conference and economic
polite terms that Tom was “confus— specialist on disc affairs.
Tom Schott began by giving a brief
ing” the public by using a term (Frizbee) confusingly similar to the overview of Brand-X, the range of
trademark in question (Frisbee), and their operations, and the products
asked if he would kindly “cease and they manufacture. One very interestdesist” in his improper use. The letter ing bit of information Tom discussed
was received quietly by Tom and was
was the extensive capabilities of
Brand-X. He says that they may be
to become a major part of that eventhe only disc manufacturer in the
ing’s activities.
As the sun began to set on Saturday United States having an in-house
and the freestylers gathered their machine shop where they can create
broken discs and lifted spirits and any mold they wish at any time, and
prepared for the showers, a hum of probably for less cost than other
excitement rippled through the manufacturers who contract with
members of the conference. Saturday outside machinists. They also own
evening was to be the focal point of and operate all the machinery for
the event, when a panel of alternative molding and cooling discs, as well as
disc manufacturers, promoters, and the machinery for hot stamping,
player advocates would speak indivi- screening, and packaging discs. Tom
dually and collectively with the indicated that the day is not far off
players on the theme of freeing up when Brund—X will channel their redisc sports. All anticipated an impor- sources into developing a competitive
tant evening, but few knew what
sport line.
Tom also told us what to expect of
would actually take place, or how
successful the venture would be. The the I980 Santa Cruz Flying Disc
Saturday evening conference was to (‘huuipionships. This year will be the
third year for the tournament which
be the first time in our sport’s history

enormously successful its first
free trip to Hawaii is to

believe is best suited for the game.
He stated that should any other disc
be raffled off, and a sit-down dinner receive as wide an approval by the
(vegetarian food available) is also players as the 165 g., they would not
planned. Negotiations are presently hesitate to adopt it.
Dave Marini of the F.P.A. was
taking place between the F.P.A. and
Tom concerning possible affiliation next to speak. He began by summarof the tournament with the F.P.A. izing the F.P.A.’s activities from the
Freestyle series. This would not past year and gave a projection of
change the overall competition em- goals for the coming year. One of
phasis of the tournament, but may these goals was to revamp the present
mean adding other Freestyle events.
judging system, and also to develop a
Tom made clear that this tournament system to use for less than high level
will not be product specific or tied to play. A judging meeting was set for
any particular manufacturer’s promo- the coming Monday. One of the keys
to the organization’s continued aution.
After a brief intermission to un- tonomy was identified as building a
cork and serve a different wine, Gus strong financial base. A proposal to
Emerson spoke on behalf of the
Dream Flights Disc Company. Gus
was

ers

two years. A

brought to our attention the different
orientation of his company, the difference being that they are players
who own a mold, and not a company
that owns some players. They are
unique in that their single approach
to the disc market is strictly from the
sport disc angle. Their company represents an effort by players to add to
the choices one can make in selecting
a quality sport disc. Presently, their
product, the Floater, is the only “big
disc” alternative to the 165 g., the
standard freestyle disc.
Speaking

Kennedy,
originator of the Ulti-

next was Torn

director and

Players Association.
plained that his group,

mate

F.P.A.

or

Tom exlike the

the G.P.A., is committed

being independent from any manufacturer’s promotional benefit.

Hey, these
people have been
controlling our
\\

access to the

game and its
name long

enough, and this
is going too far. "

to

However, he did

not feel this

inde-

pendence was threatened by accepting
cash donations to their treasury by a
willing manufacturer. He revealed
that the U.P.A. did accept such a
cash donation from the Wham—O
Manufacturing Company. His view
on this was simply that if a manufacturer is willing to give them money,
while clearly understanding that the
money did not represent a payment in
exchange for the organization's fuvors, then why should the U.P.A.
refuse “free” money? Also touched
upon, were future questions involving
the official disc of Ultimate. Presently, the official disc is the 165 g., which
Tom explained is the disc most play-

regional representatives
throughout the country to assist in
raising funds was announced. These
regional reps would also be of value
for the organization’s internal
growth. A brief word on improving
player relations was added, with a
plea for solidarity in the months of
exploration ahead.
While not a surprise to most players in attendance, a major announceset

up

menu from the F.P.A. director was
the birth of the first independent

promoter for the F.P.A., Rick Kovacic. Rick laid out the details as they
presently exist. The concept of the
series is to emphasize freestyle heavily, with each tournament having at
least three different Freestyle events,
such as mixed (woman-man) pairs,
co-ops, and open division pairs.
While the series is intended as a
Freestyle series, each tournament will
include one other event, such as Golf,
to assure maximum player draw in
our first year. Prize money is planned
for the tournaments, but amounts
have yet to be announced, as negotiations with possible sponsors are still
underway. Players were told quite
frankly that simply pulling off the
series in a professional manner with
necessary support from players and
public will be a momentous task in
itself. Patience and understanding
were asked of those who were there.
Rick also announced the tentative
dates and sites of the tournaments.
They are as follows: May 24-26, Los
Angeles, California; June 14-15, Palm
Beach, Florida; July 4-6, Colorado

Springs, Colorado; July 26-27, London, Ontario (subject to change);
August 7-10, Santa Cruz, California;
August 30-September l, the F.P.A.
World

Championships, Northern

California, site still undetermined.
The last speaker of the evening was
conference chairperson, Tom Wright.
His speech picked up on the theme of
the sport’s independence by pointing
out the economic dangers of one
company’s prevasive control of the

sport disc market and the sport itself.
Tom claims that the current state of
the disc sport market is one of monopoly, controlled by Wham-O. Tom
says that the key to high entry costs
for other manufacturers who enter
the market is “the word”, seen by
Wham-O as their trademark, but by
many of us as the generic for our
sport and the implements we use to
play it. He claims that exclusive use
of the word, to the exclusion of all
others, presents a formidable trade

barrier because competing manufacplayer sponsored and promoted tour- turers are prevented from ascribing a
nament series, the l980 F.P.A. Na- generic to their product that the
tional Freestyle series. Accompanying public readily understands.
Tom pointed out that, ironically,
Dave at the speaker’s table was the
national tournament coordinator- the players and the public did not
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create the confusion surrounding the
“is it a trademark or generic” question. He claims that Wham—O is responsible for this confusion and cited
several bits of evidence backing up
this point. Noted was the fact that the
previously titled magazine, “Frisbee
World”, and the description in
Wham-O literature of “Guts Frisbee”
and “Ultimate Frisbee” are examples
of the improper use of a registered
trademark that led to confusion. At
the same time, Wham-O had never,
until recently. made a consistent effort to establish a different generic.
They have used flying saucer, disc,
and flying disc at various times, in an
attempt to distinguish their trademark. One logical alternative, “sport
disc”, was never employed by them.
Towards the end of his speech,
Tom produced the letter that had
been given to him by the legal counsel
of Wham-O and read its contents.
The conference participants, while

the Federal Trade Commission pursues such cases at their own expense
when sufficient public interest is
shown. Thus, a campaign to interest
the F.T.C. was discussed as a possibility. Initial contact with the F.T.C.
has already been made and a file on
this case has been established. Torn
suggested that individuals interested
in this matter should contact the San
Francisco District Office of the
F.T.C. at 450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102.
The second approach embodies the
spirit of the conference. It was resolved that all players should band
together to form a non—profit organization dedicated to keeping the sport
market open. One of the basic tenents
of this organization is to recognize
the right of all of us to use the “word”
as the common descriptive name of
our activities and the objects we use
in our play. The proposed organization would remain free of any manufacturer’s control, and would be
not quite shocked, were certainly impressed by this serious turn of events. designed to be decentralized so that
Clearly, at this point, the participants players’ decisions would determine
could have adopted one of two atti- the direction of the sport.
Also recognized, was that this setudes. One possibility was, “we can’t
be bothered; let them keep their damn cond approach of solidarity would
word, just let me jam;” the other demand a commitment in terms of
possibility, “hey, these people have time, awareness, and financial supbeen controlling our access to the port by all participants in order for it
game and its name long enough, and to be successful. John Weyand closed
this is going too far.” The spirit of the the conference that evening by asking
conference came through clearly as that all of these ideas he codified in a
the second attitude seemed to prevail petition and circulated on the field
in those who attended. Open discus- the next day. The following morning,
sion on a possible cohesive response a petition was drafted at Tom
to the Wham—O challenge ensued.
Wright’s house embodying all of the
Legal alternatives, as well as personal above mentioned ideas. The name of
policies, were discussed. It was re- the proposed group is “The United
solved by all attending that we would Flyers” and its communications organ
continue to freely use the term as one was designated “The Real Flyer."
that rightly belongs to all players This petition was taken to breakfast
and the field that morning and before
without fear of legal reprisal.
One risk that does present itself is long over sixty signatures were on it.
The only events planned for Sunthe free use of this term in our player
publications. Those who do so are day were “Disky Distance” (a Disky is
subject to suit, and this is a challenge a small disc somewhere between a 97
that Wham—O would not ignore. This g. and a mini, made by Brand-X),
possibility was recognized and won by Tom Kennedy, and Freestyle,
discussed. Two alternatives were won by Joe Hudoklin and Jane Endevised. The first recognizes that we, gelhardt. For the most part, people
the players, are not organized took the opportunity to jam and talk
enough, nor do we have the funds to with friends and make bets on the
free up the word with a direct legal Super Bowl. Stork hit it big as he won
challenge. However, it was noted that the jackpot from the betting pool
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formed at breakfast. He correctly
predicted Pittsburgh the winner with
forty—nine or more total points
scored. Freestyle was run in one pool
of about seventeen groups. The play
was inspiring, if not technically
perfect, as players took the opportunity to experiment with different
partners. In second place were John
Jewel and Corey Basso, and Kevin
and Brian Roberts (related in mind
only) took third place. After the
Freestyle event, people moved inside
to watch the second half of the Super
Bowl and to relax.
The conference proved to be an

enlightening beginning to

what pro-

mises to be a very different season
from recent years past. As the weekend progressed, I kept sensing a
subtle feeling of excitement and wellbeing, one I had felt before sometime, somewhere. It hit me on Monday morning that I had felt that same
eager anticipation five and six years
ago while I was attending the very
first tournaments ever held. This year
will mark a new beginning for us and
our sports. Our wide—eyed, smoothfaced innocence carried us far and
served us well, but it has bid us
farewell. Our adolescence has given
us an ideal, one which can guide us,
one which we will want to emulate as
long as we play, but as surely as a disc
will eventually stop spinning, we cannot stay there forever.
The plan of our universe is change,
and we, too, must move on. Our
common experience is telling us to
move on, to take charge, to act on
dreams. A few stops on our journey
have already been reached. The
message of the Sonoma Conference is
to join us. Support all manufacturers
and encourage them to contribute to
new products and designs. Join
players’ organizations and be ready to
give some thought to them. Support
independent tournaments and discontinue the frame of mind that quantitatively evaluates every player in
terms of earned points. Be eager to
taste something new. Be willing to

rights to something only
players, are entitled to....a
free, independent environment for artislie,utli|etic expression. In short,
assert your
we,

the

live your sport.
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FREESTYLE
will any judging system work?
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udging freestyle has

;

been a difficult and
chore since the very first freestylefor-pairs competition was held in Toronto,
Canada on August 18, 1974. After five-and-a-half
‘years, the progress made in performing freestyle
skills has surged well beyond what anyone at that
first competition could have imagined. But, as far as
judging is concerned, it may asgwell still be August
H
18, 1974.
The main reason for this
C the rapid growth of freestyle 5A
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a complete and thorough
understanding of the basic nature
and elements of freestyle and
an accurate definition of freestyle
competition, no workable system can
be developed.
The definition of freestyle competition depends entirely upon what the
players themselves want it to be. In
light of this, the very first step in
developing a workable judging system is one of obtaining a general consensus from the players as to what
they would like freestyle competition

in itself. But again, the difference is
(delay, tipping; etc.).
3) All physical activities of the highly significant when it is conbody involved in performing a termi- sidered in terms of competition and
nation of the disc’s spinning motion judging standards.
A judging system developed
(the catches).
These definitions allow a distinc- according to the first definition is
tion to be made between moves that geared primarily toward the entertainment value of a routine. The stanare truly disc skills, and non-disc
moves, which may be feats of skill, dards adopted for scoring would ask
but are not connected in any way to the question, “How well did the
the basic nature and function of a fly- routine entertain?”, and the score
ing disc. This distinction becomes im- would reflect the degree to which that
portant when developing a judging question was answered. The primary

to

moves must

Without

,

be.
This article will take a look at some
of the possible definitions of what
freestyle competition could be and
the implications of these definitions
in terms of scoring systems and the
direction of freestyle in general.
Since all points of view will center
around the term “disc skills”, the
definition of that term must be clear
at the start. “Disc skills” involve any
bodily physical activity performed in
conjunction with the natural functions of a flying disc as defined by a
disc’s designed purpose and its physical structure. The basic underlying
purpose and function of a flying disc
is to be propelled in a predictable
manner from point A to point B. Its
physical structure deems that it does
this either by being flown through the
air with gyroscopic spinning motion,
or rolled or skimmed along the surface of the earth with the same spinning motion. Inherent in that definition is that point B may either be a
person waiting to catch the disc, an
object or area to hit as some form of
accuracy test, or a point to be determined by the distance that the disc
travels.
Any number of games, sports, or
recreational activities can be developed according to the basic nature
and function of a flying disc, and the
skills used by participants of these
activities are termed disc skills. Disc
skills, as used in freestyleplay, can be
classified into three main categories:
1) All physical activities of the
body involved in the propelling of a
disc into spinning motion from its

system because the role of non-disc
be spelled out in the scoring. For example, consider the difference between catching the disc while
in the middle of a back flip and jumping up into a back flip after having
caught the disc. The former is a disc
skill because it displays a physical activity of the body used specifically as

of terminating the disc’s
motion. The latter is not a disc skill
because it displays a skill unto itself
that is not performed in conjunction
with the disc’s natural functions.
The following is a look at two basic definitions of freestyle competition that are derived from two general
philosophies of freestyle play. The
choice between these two basic definitions becomes extremely significant in
terms of formulating the rules, standards, and scoring systems used for
a manner

competitive judging:
1) Freestyle competition is a test
of a competitor’s ability to entertain
the use of disc skills, the relative

worth of which is scored in terms of
the level of entertainment achieved by
the routine.
2) Freestyle competition is a test
of a competitor’s disc skills. The relative worth of these skills is scored in
terms of the level of mastery displayed in performing those skills.
The difference between the philosophies behind these two definitions
is one of intent. In one, the intent is
to create an entertaining show by
using disc skills. In the other, the intent is to display a mastery of disc
skills. The difference may seem slight
when viewing the final product
the
routine
because in order to entertain by using disc skills, some mastery
non—spinning state (the throws).
2) All physical activities of the of those skills must be displayed. On
body performed in conjunction with the other hand, displaying a mastery
sustaining a disc in the spinning state of disc skills is very often entertaining
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concern of judges would be the
overall presentation of the routine in
terms of entertainment value
by
definition. The implication here is
that a large part of the judging would
be subjective in nature.
On the other hand, a judging system developed in response to the second definition would be very objective in nature. The standards of such
a system would reflect specifically
those aspects of freestyle that the
players feel best represent mastery of
disc skills.
The important thing to remember
about the two basic philosophies of
freestyle competition is that one tends
to view freestyle in terms of the ability to entertain. The other looks upon
it as a test of the abilities to perform
disc skills. The difference between
these two views leads to finished products in disc playing that can be compared to the difference between figure
.

.

.

skating’s Olympic competition, an
outstanding athletic event, and the
Ice Follies, an outstanding entertainment event.

When a consensus has been reached among the players as to which of
the attitudes they desire to have their
competition represent, then, and only
then, can a workable system for judging freestyle be developed. At the present, the Freestyle Players Association leans toward the view that
freestyle competition is a test of
abilities, and as such, is in the process
of putting together a comprehensive
and competent judging system, based
on that attitude. Preliminary reports
on its development indicate that the
system will be the best yet that
freestylcrs have had to work with,
and will have the necessary flexibility
to allow it to evolve as the sport

develops.
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laying the game of golf with
flying disc instead of a
ball and golf clubs is a new
sport and recreational activity
that is enjoying a very rapid
growth in popularity. The game of
golf itself is age old and is one of
a large variety of different ball and

club type games that derive their
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origin from ancient Egyptian fertility rites. The type of games that
first arose from those fertility
rites were the fairly simple
defend—thegoal type in which one
team of players used clubs or
sticks to propel a ball into a goal
defended by another team of
players, also wielding clubs or

area

sticks.
Over the years, four major
variations on this theme slowly
evolved into the games we know
today. The variation that most
closely resembled the original
ball and club activities was the

hockey, lacrosse, and soccertype

of game. The second variation
that developed was the stoolball,

WITII ll HYINE DISH
A new

sport giving new

depth to

on

gge old game

rounders, cricket, and baseball
type of game. The racquet games
such as tennis, squash, badmin-

so forth, were the third
line of development, and the
fourth variation of club and ball
games to evolve was the golf concept type which involves propel-'
ling a ball cross—country to a

ton, and
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Scott Zimmerman, current overall World Frisbee disc Champion, pu tts out on hole number one of the notorious /rvine W
His putting lorm was good enough to stay one step ahead of his friend and rival, Michael “Captain Snap" Conger.

An imaginary excursion back to the intended target. Words of praise
specified, undefended goal or target.
In this variation, scoring becomes a early Fifteenth Century Scotland and congratulations would naturally
function of how efficiently a person might reveal a possible origination of be in order; and quite possibly the
the golf concept
We come upon a friend would be inspired to try to see
can propel a ball from the starting
if he could demonstrate the same
zone to the goal area, in terms of the couple of chaps striking a ball back
number of attempts required to do and forth between them while waiting skill. This is what could have hapso, rather than a function of how effi- for the rest of their chums to arrive pened next: “Good shot, McGregor,
ciently goal—defending opponents are for their weekly game of field hockey. stay down there and let me see if I can
One fellow strikes the ball off kilter hit it back to you as accurately as you
out—maneuvered.
This concept of ball and club and it flies considerably off course hit it to me.”
At this point, the two Scottish
play first developed in Scotland dur- and rolls far from the intended field
ing the first part of the Fifteenth Cen- of play before coming to rest. The lads could have become so intrigued
tury, and the name of the game was other chap runs to retrieve the ball, with the idea of seeing how well they
derived from the Dutch word for but rather than pick it up and carry it could propel the bull to a predeterclub, “kolf”. Just how this type of back to the field, he whacks at it with mined target that they spent quite
play originated is not historically re- his club, a natural form of behavior some time mutcliing shots with one
corded, but it is fairly certain that the considering the activity he was par- another, perltups even placing a
golf concept was not invented as a taking in.
friendly wager or two on how well
Now suppose this resulted in an they did. l’iclure this
packaged, ready to go game, but
“McGregor,
slowly evolved as the other types of extremely well executed shot in which me laid, at pint of ale says you can’t
ball and club games became increas- the ball sailed cleanly through the air slap that ball into the hollow across
landing just inches from his friend, the field in less than four hits, and I
ingly popular.
.

.

.
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bet I can do it in three.” It doesn’t
take much imagination to understand
that this casual play among friends
could have been repeated increasingly
more often as these lads began to introduce this sporting idea to others. It
was this kind of ball and club play
that eventually developed into the
game of golf as it is known today.
With much less conjecture, and
indeed with first hand experience, the
development of playing a golf type
game with a flying disc can be
chronicled. The concept is identical: a
test of propelling an object crosscountry to a specified target as efficiently as possible, with the number
of propulsions necessary to reach the
target being the measure of efficiency. The difference lies only in the object being used and the manner in
which it is propelled.
The game of disc golf was “discovered” in much the same way as
Scottish lads discovered the golf concept in the first place. The vast difference is that once the idea of playing golf with a disc was discovered,
the evolution of the game was already
there, fully evolved into a ready to go
game. It happened like this: two fellows, Twentieth Century counterparts of the imaginary Scottish lads,
were playing a disc flying game in a
field of an upstate New York campground. As they began walking back
to their campsite, one of the fellows
“I bet I can
challenged the other
get my disc to that tree over there in
fewer throws than you.” The challenge was accepted and both players
made it in three throws and promptly
picked out another tree to break the
deadlock. Three throws for both
again, so another tree was picked out,
and as the two fellows proceeded for
the third time to best one another,
one of them suddenly exlaimed,
“Hey, do you know what we're doing? We’re playing golf!” And so they
all the rest of
were, and so they did
that afternoon and all the next day,
and they haven’t really stopped yet.
Now this is not conjecture or
imagination at all. This situation actually happened as written back in
August of 1970. Those fellows played
disc golf for a full three years before
they found out that other people in
.

.

—

.

other parts of the country

ing the same game and in

were

play-

very much

the same manner.
The fact that several different
groups of people started playing the
same game totally independently of
each other demonstrates how completely the concept was borrowed
from ball golf. Even the terms used in
describing the disc version of golf
were borrowed, in whole, from the
ball version, despite the fact that
some of the terms don’t exactly match
the specific counterpart in disc golf.
For example, disc golfers often refer
to how many “strokes” they had for a
hole, or refer to a penalty “stroke”
when in reality the term, “stroke”
describes specifically the action of
hitting a ball with a golf club. The
proper term for disc golf would be
“throw”. The term “throw” describes
the action of the arm and body in
propelling a disc into motion and
would be much more appropriate
than “stroke”, but such is the extent
that the concept of disc golf is borrowed from ball golf; no one seems to
notice or care about this type of
minor detail. The basic fact is that the
nature of disc flying, in general, lends
itself so perfectly to the concept of
golf, that there was no need to change
anything since the game with all its
rules, terms, and conventions already
existed in a totally workable form.
Despite how completely the conventions of ball golf are adhered to in
disc golf, the actual play of the disc
version differs significantly from that
of the traditional ball version due to
the basic differences between the nature of the flight characteristics of a
hand—thrown disc and those of a golf
ball hit by a golf club.
One of the major differences is
how far a disc can be thrown compared to the yardage that can be obtained by hitting a golf ball. Disc
flights range very close to one—third
the distance of comparably hit golf
balls. The average, recreational ball
golfer drives a ball between 200 to 250
yards, while the average disc golf tee
shot sails between 200 to 250 feet.
The really good ball golfer is capable
of 3()() yard drives and the comparably good disc golfer can attain
300 feet with a disc. At the other end

of the scale, the so called “duffer” in
ball golf often dribbles the ball 75 to
100 yards, while the disc golfing
counterpart wobbles the disc 75 to
100 feet.
This one-third difference in distance potential carries over almost exactly to the difference in the size between ball and disc golf courses. A
heavy duty par five in ball golf ranges
from 500 to 600 yards, whereas in
disc golf the par five ranges from 150
to 200 yards. The short par three in
ball golf generally runs from 120 to
180 yards and the disc versions range
from 40 to 60 yards. In both games,
the one—third comparison also holds
true for distances between these extremes, being either hard par threes
or easy par fours on the lower end, or
hard par fours and easy par fives
toward the high end of the scale.
Overall length for average ball golf
courses range from 5200 yards to
6000 yards, while disc golf courses
correspondingly range one—third that
size, 1700 yards to 2000 yards.
This one-third factor carries over
even further when comparing the
amount of time it takes to play a standard 18—hole round of ball or disc
golf. The ball version generally takes
over four hours to complete, while
the disc version rarely takes more
than an hour and a half.
Another factor that changes the
nature of the disc version play is the
greater effect the winds have upon the
disc in flight compared to the effect it
exerts on golf balls. Even a slight
breeze has to be calculated for by the
disc golfer. The amount of wind it
would take to have a noticeable effect
on the flight of a golf ball would blow
a disc all over the place, and when the
wind is strong enough to make the
ball golfers complain a little, the
average disc golfer won’t even bother
to come out and try, and those that
do, probably won’t the next time.
A very significant difference between flight characteristics of a golf
ball and a disc is the wide range of
curved flights that can be thrown with
a disc. While the accomplished ball
golfer must have a minimum distance
in which to effectively hit a controlled
sweeping hook or slice to get around
a dog-leg, :1 disc can be made to
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A ban golfer in
this Sltuatlon has
Choice but to
no
also be made to followamore sharply
curving flight path than a golf ball. pitch out to point
At best, a golf ball can be made to
A, and the“ chip
turn a 90 degree angle dog—leg, while
to the hole on the
a disc can be thrown around a dog—leg
shot.
next
of 160 degrees or more, and if the
wind is right it can even be made to
fly around an object and 180 degrees
follow a curved flight path at any
range, from as little as five feet to the
long 100 yard throws. The disc can

-

-

-

a

back to the thrower. This factor
becomes very significant when playing a shot close to a blocking hazard,
such as a solid stand of trees or shrubbery. For example, in Illustration A,
a ball golfer stands fifteen yards
behind the tall hedgerow and finds
the pathway to the green blocked.
There is nothing that can be done but
to play two strokes out, one to Point
A, and then approach the pin from
there. The disc golfer, on the other
hand, as illustrated in B, merely
throws a gently curving shot for a one
throw approach to the target.
Though both games use the convention of playing the ball or disc
where it lies, the nature of propelling
a disc, throwing instead of batting at
the ball with a club, produces yet
another difference that shows up during play of the game. When a golf
ball nestles up to the base of a large
tree, the number of ways it can be
played are very limited. However, a
disc landing in the exact same spot
can be played in numerous ways
because the disc golf convention of
playing it where it lies means throwing the disc with at least one part of
the body making contact with the
spot that the disc came to rest upon.
The rest of the body can stretch out to
any
no

advantageous position as long as
part makes

contact with any

ground area in front of the lie toward
the hole. (See Illustration C and D).
Another factor that changes the
nature of the disc golf game is that a
disc can be rolled along the ground

almost as far as it can be thrown, and
in some cases, even further. This can
be used to advantage to get by a bank
low-branched trees or
Iowlying obstacles. The rolling factor
does not come into play in ball golt‘
except for very short approach shots
and putting because the small size of

of
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A disc golfer in
this situation is ac-

tually only one

throw from the
|-‘H-ge[ because of
‘he discas unique

flight charac'
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the golf ball will not allow it to carry
far enough to be an efficient alternative to air flights.
The differences of disc golf play
are taken into account when disc golf
courses are designed, due to the differing flight characteristics between
discs and golf balls. The fairways are
generally much narrower, and as already mentioned, the overall length
of the disc courses are one-third the
size of ball golf courses. The disc golf
target is often “trapped” with trees
and bushes instead of sand traps and
bunkers, which would not pose any
real hazard to a disc flight. There is
also no need for putting greens on a
disc golf course. Testing ability of a
disc player to throw a disc in a variety
of curved flight patterns is one of the
hallmarks of the disc version of golf.
To that end, disc golf courses generally have more numerous and sharper
dog—leg holes than ball golf courses,
as well as many tee areas that don’t
show a straight line to thehole because
of large trees or bushes.
Despite the differences in the nature of play between the two versions
of golf, the concept of both remains
the same and thus allows disc golf to
be a viable alternative to ball golf. A
person contemplating taking up a

Because of the “stretch”
factor, there are several
alternative ways
to play a disc that
lies at the base
of a tree
or other hazard.

golf—like sport because of the recreational, social, and/or competitive opportunities it offers should very seriously consider the benefits of disc
golf. For one thing, it is less expensive
than ball golf, which is important if

financial considerations are a factor.
A disc is all you need to get started. If
a public disc golf course is not readily
available nearby, any moderately

wooded area such as most public
parks or college campuses can serve
as golf courses. A couple of fine examples are Woodland Park in Seattle,
Washington and the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst, Massachusetts.
Another consideration is that the
mechanics of learning to fly a disc are
less complicated than learning how to
hit a golf ball. Even though learning
how to do it well takes the same
amount of time and practice, a basic
success with El flying disc can be
achieved quickly enough to be able to
enjoy the game from the beginning

A ball golfer in this
situation is left with few,
if any, options to make a play.
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Snapper Pierson. I979 WI-‘C Disc Golf Champion from Coronada. ('alil‘ornia. Not known for
super long tee throws, he more than makes up for a slight lack of distance with great accuracy and
a superb putting percentage.

while learning the finer points as time
goes on.
A major plus for disc golf is that
the skills learned from playing the
game can be carried directly over to

people who are forced indoors by the
winter climate. The ball golfers must
put away their clubs and wait for the
new season to start; whereas the disc
golfer can retreat to the nearest
other recreational or competitive fly- available gymnasium facilities where
ing disc activities. Ball golf skills are there is always room to fly a disc.
utilized for playing golf only, but the
The result of these attractive conthrows learned on the disc golf course siderations is that the game of disc
can be part of flinging a disc back and
golf has grown from a few isolated
forth at the beach or on a picnic, or in groups of people playing in 1969, to
the backyard with family members of many thousands of avid disc golfers,
all ages. That works both ways; play and consequently, big events, such as
with a disc in any number of activities the Wham—O $50,000 lnvitational
can’t help but to sharpen up the basic Frisbee disc Golf Championship. All
skills needed to do well in disc golf. this has taken place in just ten short
Any play with a disc becomes practice years. In contrast, the first hisfor golf, whether or not it is intended torically recorded championship
tournament held for ball golf didn't
as such.
A similar advantage holds true occur until 400 years after the game
for the non-Florida/California first began.
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The Awesome Hole #12
La Mirada Regional Park
Disc Golf Course
La Mirada

Regional Park 5

18-hole OISC

goll

Mirada, Calrtorma has been

course, located in La

tlight compelling-n year alter year
The WFC goll qualilymg rounds were held here Ill
1976 /7 and 78 and lhe prestigious La Mirada
Open IS held have each August
the scene 0| top

I

The course has er tull set at DGA Dist Pole
Holes and too markers. with each tee and hole
having three drllerent placements Early morning

play IN deliqhlttrlly nun-windy hill the winds route
up strong and steady during the attemoon and
t>ecome A delmtle lactoi Ill the style oi play
OSDPI rally lll the (;h()l(:t- ol roller shots,
The tzomse tr-alum-. A wide variety ol llD~Hl||
downAtnll_ and level hole l£1VCllJl:»_£3£<lCllLilL“;t*llllllqL1
drslrrrclrvr,-ly dlllment timillerrgn lo the disc qoltm
The par is titty—lOur and the olticial record in
tournamr-rut play is a six under lolly-eight set by

George

Moms

Hole #12

as seen

from the eyes of

a

player who had either a great tee shot
or a lousy second shot that fell too
short.

STATISTICS: length 92 meters par3. DESCRIPTION: The direct
path to the hole is blocked by a cluster of trees about fifteen feet in
front of the tee, leaving the out-of-bounds road to the left and an
opening on the right. In tournament play, the hole is tucked in
between four thick—trunked palm trees that can create numerous
approach shot problems.
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LA MIRADA DISC GOIF COURSE

A long air shot off the tee is difficult because of the stand of trees
blocking the direct route to the
hole. The roller shot is a much
used option, but the out-of-bounds
road to the left is ready to snatch
any such roller not properly executed. If the wind is right to left,
care with the roller is even more
critical.
If you get through the initial
cluster of trees, several small olive
trees in the fairway can cause approach problems and must be taken into account on your tee shot.
The palm tree guarded hole
causes tricky putting from any direction, especially considering the
steep down hill to the right of the
hole. Many a disc have bounced
off the basket and rolled down the
incline, requiring another good approach just to save a double bogey
from what was originally a basic
shot for par. This hole is a tough
three, a seldom two and a likely
four.
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Above, ‘Rare’ Willie
Leffel from Detroit,
Michigan. displays

his form in delivering
a thumb shot during
a Guts match at

Rochester. Michigan.

On the other side of
the game is the
catch, and
inevitably, the all-out
team scramble.
Center spread photo
(West End Scrap Guts

Team, Canada)
exemplifies the team
pursuit and total

coverage needed in

order to be a
successful Guts team.
More often than not,
points are saved
after initial contact
and the disc is up for
grabs. It appears
West End Scrap
stopped the shot. The
battle wages on
.
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One hundred and fifteen grdms
of plastic disc comes flying towdrd
you dt eighty-five miles on hour...
whot will you do’? it seems you hove
but two choices: you either duck
er:
out of the woy, or you boldly thrust
-"F your hond in its poth, defying it to
" get by, knowing full well thot the
slightest miscdlculdtion could meon
-'
o pdinful deflection to the bridge of
~‘
your nose or o point for the other
tedm. Not to mention the possibility
‘
] of your fingerndil being ripped from
its moorings. It tdkes guts to be
defiont in the fooe of potential
poin, dnd Guts is the ndme of the
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One hundred and fifteen grams
of plastic disc comes flying toward
you at eighty-five miles an hour...
what will you do’? It seems you have
but two choices: you either duck
out of the way, or you
your hand in its path, defying it to
get by, knowing full well that the
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A BRIEF HISTORY

Every year for the past 23 years,
disc throwers both good and bad have
been invading Michigans Upper Penninsula to battle for the coveted
Julius T. Nachazei Victory Cup.
Cities such as Marquette, Houghton,
’

Eagle Harbor, Copper Harbor,
Escanaba, and several more have

hosted the prestigious International
Frisbee® disc Tournament. lt’s the
oldest tourney going, and Guts has
always been the main event.
Houghton, Michigan, the longstanding and current host of the [FT
makes quite an event of it. Banners
and

signs welcoming players

can be
the town, and weather
the IFT never lacks spec-

seen

all

tator

support.

over

permitting,

Guts is, in actuality, the granddaddy of all disc games. In the first
complete book on disc sports entitled
“Frisbee”, Dr. Stancil Johnson tells
us of some of its foggy beginnings.
Although the actual origin of Guts is
not certain, it is known that on the
Dartmouth campus in Hanover, New
Hampshire, an ancestral version
called “Frizby” was played with
cookie tin lids. This is reputedly
where the first international match
took place on November 7, 1954, between the Blossom Brothers Five of
Omicron Deuteron Charge of Theta
Delta Chi and the Tweedy Freethrowers of Montreal, Canada. If in-

deed, these pioneers were flinging
cookie tin lids in the cold November
winds of New Hampshire, it’s not surprising that the name Guts followed
closely behind. Aside from this brief
report on early play, little else is
known or has been written on Guts. It
is known that the first tournament on
record is the IFT. The originator of
this most sacred event is credited to
the Healy familyof Michigans’ Upper
Penninsula. It seems that what began
as a family and friends picnic became
the premier flying disc tournament. It
is still open to all comers and the attendance and prize money has grown
every year.

Since its early beginnings, Guts has

endured,

even

grown in

participation

while its nature has remained virtually the same. Until recently, the game
had been dominated by a handful of
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Hansen, Johnny Hoclges, and Gerard Newman 0! the great Library Bar team.
.p.

Bob

unbeatable in the mld~70's, and are still a

“oldies”, (having nothing to do with
their age). The last few years have

seen a tremendous influx of young,
talented athletes to all phases of flying disc sports. it seems logical to
assume that the born and bred disc
player is not far away.
Through the years, Guts has been
considered a gentleman’s game.
ladies play too. According to the rule
book, judging was left entirely up to
the players. This worked well until
the inevitable happened
money
and a larger field of competition
became a factor.
The year 1978 saw the formation
of the Guts Players Association, and
“passive observers” were used to aid
in judging decisions. It would certainly damage the pride of the players and
flavor of the game if a man in white
stripes with a whistle called every
point. So far this system seems to be
working. Through the GPA, players
sift their ideas and feelings to both
—

.

powerful force

on

the Guts

scene

They
today.

preserve and promote their sport.

THE GAME
Guts is a game of attempting to
catch a flying disc that is hurled as
fast as possible from one team of five
players to another team that is standing fourteen meters apart. The play
alternates between a flurry of intense
action each time the disc is thrown
and a period of intense anticipation
while the thrower prepares for his
shot. In matches of championship
play, the crowd of spectators get as
involved in the action as do the
players. They can sense the power
behind each throw and “feel” each
smack as the disc makes contact with
the players hand. The disc must be
caught with one hand, and never
touch two parts of the body at once.
()1: the playing field, Guts calls for
the utmost in split second reaction
tiniintr. From the time the disc leaves
the hand of the thrower, all players

flight movement to score points.
Speed and control have always been
important factors for successful
throwing. In recent years, however,
flight movement has been playing an
increasing role in Guts. Many players
have been concentrating on producing a high-velocity shot that dips,
turns or flips over in mid-flight while
still penetrating the opponents line at
less than a 90° angle from vertical.
Anything more than 90° is considered
an illegal throw. Thumb shots have
always been notorious for an arching
dip at the baseline. Tom Matusiak of
the Motor City Guts Team (1979 IFT
winners), developed a thumb shot
that, while arching like most

thumbers, also moves from side to
side, making it more difficult to
determine the exact point of impact.

II
,.—
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The “Killer Bees"

They

were

trying to react fast enough to snag the disc before it hits the ground.
competing in the rain soaked Air Aces Open in Rochester, Michigan.

the receiving team have approx- somewhat contemptful sneer of acimately thirty—six one-hundredthsof a complishment. By the same token, a
second to react before the disc ar- player facing five of the quickest and
rives. In that short time span each hungriest plastic snatchers the game
player must make a decision as to can produce, has every reason to take
whether or not the disc is going to his turn at sneering when the disc aces
come close enough for him to attempt
through the line virtually unseen,
to catch, or to move quickly to a much less touched.
strategic location to aid in recovering
THE STRATEGY
a deflection. Once the thirty—six oneon

hundredths of a second is over, the
slow moving player can do little to aid
his team except for a possible applause if the disc is caught success-

fully.
Along with courage and split second timing, Guts is a game of licrcc
pride and accomplishment. When

you

throw your

devastating shot,

fastest,

you

are

most

defying

your opponents to just try and catch
it. When one of them swiftly sticks
out his or her hand and snags the disc

with a solid, no bobble, clean catch,
you may be in for a triumphant and

Like any game both defense and
offense lends itself to strategic
development. From a throwing standpoint, the prime strategy is to sniff
out the opposing team’s weaknesses.
Which team member is the weakest
catcher? Where or which shot is the
most difficult for them to catch?
()nce having detected this, a good
lcatn can he merciless.
An old cliche states: “The best
dctcnsc is a good offense.” The truth
is, cvcn it" a team has superb catching
skills, it must be able to deliver a shot
that has enough speed, control, and
,

Bob McCartney, while playing with
the Rochester Air Aces, aided his
team in winning a world title with a
powerful two-finger sidearm delivery
that dipped from one to two feet
while being thrown flat out.
Most players will choose one
specific throw, but there are some
players who utilize several throws for
specific situations. The backhand
throw has been adopted by many people for no better reason than that they
are more comfortable with it. Also,
the backhand throw has a more
natural delivery, and in the long run,
may save many a good arm from in-

jury.

In anatomical terms, a sidearm,
such as a thumb shot or an overhand
two-finger shot, is not a natural motion for the arm. Any such motion
that begins with a fully cocked position and ends with a quick snap and a
fully extended arm puts undo
pressure on the elbow and shoulder.
Many baseball pitchers develop bursitis, tendonitis, pulled muscles, and
the like from such a throw. If you
should elect to throw this way, or
already do, considerable warm up
and a stretching exercise is wise
before throwing full power. This, of
course, holds true for any shot.
The backhand also lends itself to a
body rotation that conceals the final
destination of the shot. Some players
have employed a 360° turn-around
backhand or thumb shot that further
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These photos
demonstrdte how fost
the disc is reolly moving. Notice thdt in
eoch cose one or
more of the people involved ore looking or
moving to where the
disc wos, not where it
dctuolly is. This is
espeoiolly true of Al

Bonopdne’s bldzing

throw ds seen in the
upper middle picture.
The disc is dlreddy
behind the defenders
line, but the comero
cdught three of the
four teom members
still looking dnd redcting towdrd d point
somewhere in front of
them.
32 HJM Aprillvlr 1,

confuses the opposing team.
Another tactic too seldom used by
many players, is that of varying the
delivery by throwing from different
locations on the line. Too many
players ignore the advantage of attacking from another point besides
the middle of the line. Predictability
makes defense an easier job
altogether, and should be avoided as
much as possible. A good basic
strategy has a way of demoralizing an
opposing teatn. If you can consistently prey upon a team’s weakness you’re
ltalf way Itotne. The game calls for
confidence and self—assuredness.
Anything less can spell defeat.

One of the most significant aspects
for the individual player is that you
must be able to take what you dish
out. If your catching game is weak,
then assuredly you will be a prime
target for the offense. You can gain

experience very quickly
beginner. In many other
sports, a beginner may find himself
being left out of play because he lacks
tournament

being

a

the necessary skills. Not
In order to defend

so
11

in Guts.
line and

develop good catching skills, a player
must resist the temptation to

“crossover". Your left hand is used
for shots that eonte to your left side,
and vice—vers;t. You must forget that

These photos
demonstrdte how fdst
the disc is redlly moving. Notice thdt in
edch cdse one or
more of the people involved dre looking or
moving to where the
disc wds, not where it
dctudlly is. This is
especidlly true of Al

Bonopdne's bldzing
throw ds seen in the
upper middle picture.
The disc is direddy

behind the defenders
line, but the cdmerd
cdught three of the
four tedm members
still looking dnd redcting towdrd d point
somewhere in front of
them.
32>

confuses the opposing team.
Another tactic too seldom used by
many players, is that of varying the
delivery by throwing from different
locations on the line. Too many
players ignore the advantage of attacking from another point besides
the middle of the line. Predictability
makes defense an easier job
altogether, and should be avoided as
much as possible. A good basic
strategy has a way of demoralizing an
upposirtg team. lf you can consistently ptL‘_V upon a team‘s weakness you’re
hull" wary home. The game calls for
cont'itlcncc and self-assuredness.
Anytlting less can spell defeat.

One of the most significant aspects
for the individual player is that you
must be able to take what you dish
out. if your catching game is weak,
then assuredly you will be a prime
target for the offense. You can gain

experience very quickly
beginner. in many other
sports, a beginner may find himself
being left out of play becausehe lacks
tournament

being

a

the necessary skills. Not
In order to defend

so
a

in Guts.
line and

develop good catching skills, a player
must resist the temptation to

“crossover”. Your left hand is used
for shots that come to your left side,
and vice-versa. You must forget that

hour. It’s a drastic change of pace
that new players may find difficult to
cope with at first. Many teams practice their bobbling and scrambling
skills by flipping butterfly tosses
among themselves.
Guts is finely tuned teamwork. A
pickup team very rarely, if ever, wins
a major tournament. In between the
clean, first—effort catches and throwing perfect line aces, there is a whole
spectrum of second, third and multiple effort catches in which the disc
caroms, bounces and ricochets back
and forth between the players before
it is ultimately caught. Teamwork is
of the essence, as each player must be
responsible for moving to, and covering a specific area of the playing field.
The ability of a team to coordinate
their moves effectively comes only
with hours of practicing together.
Watching a successful team is like
observing a well—oiled machine it
seems they have it down to a science,
and they probably do.
Fierce competition gives way to a
variety of antics. Back and hand slapping, hugging, ritualistic dancing and
taunting the opposing team is all part
of the teamwork and adds to the unique flavor of Guts.
Guts may be at the other end of the
disc flying spectrum from Freestyle,
but it is every bit as valid a sport, and
its followers are no less avid or enthusiastic. They spend as much time
splattering plastic over each other as
the freestylers do in delaying, tipping,
and body spinning. Where Freestyle
is grace and beauty, Guts is power
and authority. If you haven’t played
the game yet, you owe it to yourself
to get in there and stand in front of a
plastic missile coming your way at
over eighty—five miles an hour. You’ll
find that most Guts players delight in
the opportunity to throw at a new
face. You may also lind that it may
be a lot of fun to lake the opportunity
to throw at someone as hard as you
can without ll-nr of injuring them. So
crack open Ll beer and wind up. The
game of (hits is here to stay.
For more information on the
GPA, .'l newsletter is available with
—

"
becaue their

V

be

The Used To Be’s. Could they
illustrious leader, Keith
n amed this
"Green Man" Moher, used to be on one of the most formidable Guts teams ever to take
the field?

you

are

right-hand dominant;

you

need both hands to defend your
team’s line with any success. Many
beginning players have developed
sizzling shots in their first few days of

exposure to Guts.

Possibly they were

baseball pitchers earlier or just have
that proverbial “knack”. Whatever
the case, it’s not surprising to find the
same people unable to catch for
months to follow.
.even years!
Good catching involves keen handeye coordination, intense concentration and long experience facing a
variety of shots. Once reacting to a
shot becomes second nature, a wellseasoned player will employ an up»
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motion sending the disc
skyward. This catching tactic allows

ward

for a team effort to pursue the disc in
the event the disc isn’t caught straight
out. Simply waiting for the disc to arrive is not enough. Once the flight
path is known, consistent catching requires attacking the disc out front
and pinching or squeezing at the same
time with an upward motion.
Recovering a missed catch is a skill
unto itself. Alternating hands, or
bobbling requires a gentle touch. To
switch from the intense psyche of
catching a sizzling Guts throw to the
delicate bobble is like down shifting
to a slow crawl from 60 miles pct

incinlmsliip. For more on Guts, send
$2.()() to GPA Headquarters, 19969
Winston, Detroit, Michigan 48219.

GUIDE TO
Ol.I.EC‘I'ING
by Jim Palmeri

Nipple:

A

small,

convex

bump

located in the center of the underside
or the top side of some discs.
Puddle: The small concavity located
in the center of discs that have an
underside nipple structure.
Sprue: The little nub of plastic that
forms on a disc at the point where the
plastic was injected into the mold.
Parting line seam: The seam that
forms on a disc at the point where
two parts of a mold come together to
form the injection cavity.
Engraving: The lettering and/or
design pattern that has been tooled
directly into a mold cavity. This lettering and/or design pattern is imparted onto a disc during the molding
process.
Tooling (noun): The engraving pattern in a mold cavity. “The early tooling of the 62 mold had two inner

ridges.”

Have you been wondering what collectors mean when

Third generation HDX 80, 2nd
period Mars Platter, 51 mold Scribble
Signature re—issue, eskered out Des.
Pat., Sailing Sombrero, Wellishes
disease, Olympic Ring Pro, retooled
mold. .Confusing‘? Does the lingo of
disc collecting leave your head spinning instead of your discs? Don’t feel
.

bad. No one,

John Kirkland, knows everything about this
fascinating, but complicated, hobby.
The vast myriad of different
shapes, sizes, colors, mold numbers,
engravings, and decorations available
to the collector make the hobby quite
not even

confusing, not only to beginners, but
to accomplished collectors as well.

The person who is an expert at collcc
ting and understanding the Whain-()
Flying Saucer may be no more adept
at understanding the vagaries of
Humphrey Flyers than the neophyte
who has just hung his or her first disc
on the wall. Therefore, this guide to

they say "esker"?

collecting was developed in order to
help educate both the beginner and
experienced collector alike.
Since any discussion about

a

disc

inevitably uses terms that are unique
to disc collecting, such as cupola,
esker, flight plate, etc., a good definition of each of these terms is essential
before we go any further.
DEFINITIONS

Flight Plate: That portion of a disc
that spans the area between the center
of the disc and the edge of the
shoulder.
Shoulder: That portion of a disc that
forms the junction between the rim
and thc llight plate.
Ridges: A series of thin, concentric
lilies engraved on the surface of the
llight plate.
Cupola: A raised section of the flight
plate located in the center of a disc.

Tool (noun): Another word for
‘mold’. “Our new tool will be ready to
produce discs in a few days.”
Tool (verb): To engrave or make a
mold. “We will have to tool up a new
mold in order to meet production,” or
“That engraving isn’t quite right; it
will have to be retooled before it can
be used again."
Esker: A narrow, raised bar of
plastic that appears on a disc when
the injected molten plastic fills in the
gouged—out space that results when a
portion of the engraving has been
tooled out of a mold cavity.
Wellishes disease: The condition in
which the plastic peels off a disc in
very thin layers.
We will define any other terms as
they arise.
Making a Flying Disc
Almost all plastic flying discs are
made by the high pressure injection
method. Molten plastic is forcefully
injected into a metal mold, allowed to
cool just long enough for the plastic
to solidify, and then popped out as
the mold is opened. Since the plastic
is molten as it is injected, it takes the
exact shape of the mold cavity it was
injected into.
A mold is a precision tool made by
a highly skilled machinist. It can be a
single cavity type (one disc per injection of plastic) or a multiple cavity
(two or more discs per injectype
—

—
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tion). If a manufacturer decides to
change the shape, lettering, or design
of a particular disc, the mold cavity

quarters with no undo effort and with

from which it is made can be retooled
bring about those changes. One of
the best examples of a mold being
retooled is the original Pluto Platter
mold, which went through six minor
retoolings such as adding the word
“FRISBEE”, and changing the “PAT.
PEND.” engraving to read “DES.
PAT. 183626”. The mold then underwent extensive retooling that
transformed the Pluto Platter into the
number one mold Pro Model. It then
underwent four more minor retool- It won 't sail well, you can’! wear it, but the
Sombrero'is a unique novelty disc.
ings as a Pro Model mold. Eleven ‘Sailing
retoolings in all!
to

CLASSIFICATION OF FLYING
DISCS
In order to make any sense at all
out of the vast number of discs with
all their variations in colors, mold
numbers, and decorations, the system
of classifying discs must be
understood. Without a standard classification system, meaningful communication about discs is virtually

impossible.

damage to the disc.
premium disc type includes all
flying discs that are manufactured
primarily for the purpose of having a
specialized advertising or promotional message imprinted upon them.
no

The

This excludes discs of other types that
may occasionally be imprinted with
an

advertising

or

promotional

message.

The playing disc type includes all
discs that have been manufactured
and marketed since 1964 primarily as

toy or sporting good object,
realistically intended for recreational
and/or competitive flying disc play.
The novelty disc type includes all
flying discs in which the primary sellThe lid category includes all disc- ing point is a gimmick of some sort,
shaped objects made specifically for rather than an inherent ability to perform as a flying disc for recreational
use as a lid for a container of any
sort. Cookie and potato chip cans, ice and competitive type play. Examples
cream containers, garbage can
are the Evil Knieval “Thing—a—Bob,”
the “Sailing Sombrero,” and the
covers, etc. fit into this category.
The miscellaneous category is a “Zoom-Winger,” a whistling disc.
catch—all grouping designed to include
The antique type includes all flying
other
circular
disc-like
that
discs
made before 1964. The year
object
any
1964 was picked as the dividing line
can be hand thrown and achieve some
sort of disc-like flight. Some ex- between antiques and contemporary
amples are hub caps, paper plates, playing discs because it was the year
and phonograph records.
in which the incredibly significant
The flying disc, flying ring, and pie retooling of the Pluto Platter mold
pan categories are all of obvious in- into the Pro Model took place. This
terest to the collector. The lid happening denotes the end of the
category is of some interest because early phase of the flying disc as being
of its significance in the origin of the considered just a unique toy and the
sport and because some container lids beginning of the phase in which disc
fly very well. The miscellaneous flying developed into a great sport.
a

The classification system for flying
discs is similar in concept and structure to the taxonomic system of classifying all living things. Instead of
phylum, class, order, genus, and
species, all discs are classified into
category, type, make, and model.
The system starts with all hand
thrown disc-shaped flying objects.
The mini-disc type includes all
All such objects are classified into category is of limited interest to colone of the five different “categories”:
lectors, but every once in a while a discs that have a diameter of less than
flying discs, flying rings, pie pans, disc-shaped object turns up that flies seven-and-one—half inches.
The foreign disc type includes all
container lids, and miscellaneous rather well considering its intended
hand thrown disc-shaped flying ob- use, and a collector may wish to add discs not made in the United States or
Canada. The country of origin of
jects. The flying disc category in- it to his or her collection.
These five main categories are each discs included in this type comprise
cludes any hand thrown disc-shaped
object manufactured expressly for divided into sub—groupings called numerous sub-divisions known as
use as a flying toy or sporting good
“types”. The flying disc category is “sub—types”.
divided into nine main types: cloth
Experimental and prototype discs
object.
Flying rings are defined as being discs, soft discs, premium discs, include all discs that were made as
flying discs that have a hole in its novelty discs, playing discs, antique part of the process of developing a
center such that the diameter of the discs, mini-discs, foreign discs, and specific flying disc model for
hole is greater than the width of the experimental or prototype discs. The marketing, but were never actually
cloth disc type includes all flying discs marketed tlicinsclves.
disc’s flight plate.
Eat-li type within the classification
The pie pan category is rather self- in which the flight plate is made up of
fabric
material
of
This
includes
sort.
a
some
explanatory.
systciii is sub-divided into groupings
category
known as the “make”. The make is
The
disc
soft
includes
all
discs
utensil
exdisc-shaped
designed
type
any
pressly for the purpose of baking made up of a spongy or rubber type .\lIll|1l_V the name of the manufacturer.
material and can be folded inn» The antique type includes makes such
pies, Frisbie or otherwise.
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The “LiI' Abner", one of the very first
plastic discs ever sold.
.

The rare and mysterious "Zo/ar"may be
the very first disc with a hot stamp design.

Pipco, American Trends, WhamO, and Empire Plastics.

50 molds are coming off the line with
a scratch on the rim; stop running
Each make is sub-divided into them and start running the 22 mold
groupings known as the “model”. The while you retool the 50.” Another
model name is generally that which function of the mold number is to
the manufacturer calls the disc, such facilitate identification of the mold
that produces a particular disc. When
as Super Pro, Midnight Flyer, Sportdisc, All Star, etc. However, the the quality control department
manufacturer’s name for a disc is notices a problem such as the
sometimes unknown and the disc may previous example of a scratch on a
get named by the collector who first series of discs, they need to have an
discovers it. Examples of this are the easy way to identify the mold from
which those discs are being made,
rare Empire Plastic Company discs,
the “Zolar” and the “Mystery ‘Y”’ especially if two or more molds are
models. Empire Plastics had gone out producing the same model disc simulof business long before these discs taneously.
The need for more than one mold
were discovered; therefore, no model
names were ever known and the
producing the same model disc is
established by the demand for pronames dubbed by the early collectors
stuck with those discs to this day.
duction. If more discs are needed
If this was where it all ended, col- than one mold can produce, one or
lecting would be rather simple, but more additional molds are tooled up
this is where it all begins and things to meet the required production. This
get rather confusing. Each model is accounts for the same model discs
often one of many different varieties, having different mold numbers
distinguished from each other by such engraved on them, such as Wham-O’s
things as mold number, period, Super Pro 60, 61, and 62 mold
generation, and color. For example, varieties, or their fastback with
“Wham—O Pro Model” can mean one twenty-four different mold cavities
of over sixty different discs.
producing discs.

as

—

THE PERIOD
THE MOLD NUMBER
The mold number grouping of the
The mold number refers to a small
numeral, letter, or other marking that classification system is sub-divided
into groupings called “periods”. The
a manufacturer engraves onto a mold
cavity in order to facilitate any inter- term “period” is often confusing to
plant communication about disc pro- the new collector. They listen with
duction. For example, a memo from despair as they hear veteran collectors
the production manager to the plastic talk about 2nd period this, 1st period
injection foreman might read, “The that, and 3rd period, etc., etc.

The famous "Mystery Y” disc. This is a
smaller brother to the “Tournament" Y.

The concept of the period develops
from the fact that a mold is often
retooled to bring about changes in a
particular disc model. The mold
number remains the same, but the
engraving is changed and the discs
produced from it are different than
those that came from the previous
engraving. All discs produced from a
mold in between tooling changes are
said to be from the same “period”.
When a mold is retooled, the discs
that are subsequently produced from
it are considered to be the next period
of production. With each new retooling, a new period of production
begins, and is distinguished from
earlier periods by the particular
engraving pattern that the discs are
molded with as a result of the

retooling.
These retoolings may be very

sub-

tle, such as the difference between the
first and second period 40 mold
World Class 119g. discs
a very
slight, almost unperceptable change
in the discs’ shoulder slopes. Or they
may be very obvious, such as the
—

“Play, Catch—Invent Games. .etc.”
wording on the third period Master
.

Tournament model, which

was com-

pletely removed from the mold to
produce the clean—bottomed fourth
period Master Tournament models.

There are two main reasons that a
mold gets retooled. One is that
marketing plans often cause a
manufacturer to decide that it is time
for a change in a disc model and the
mold is retooled to bring about these

rpm
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changes. The other reason is that a
disc mold will occasionally crack or

still used in conjunction with hot
stamping on many disc models.
A good example of different
generations within the same period of
a disc is the 1st period 15 mold Pro
Model. It went through three generations of design changes before being
retooled into the 2nd period. The first
generation was characterized by a
single wide gold band hot stamp. The
second generation was produced with
a single wide black band hot stamp,
and the third generation had a hot
stamp decoration consisting of two

different in one or more aspects of
their physical structure.

and then another color for a subsequent span of time, that change

completely break down under the
stress and strain of the high pressure
injection molding process, thereby
having to be repaired, which requires
a retooling of some sort. The repaired
mold is very rarely identical to the
original one, so a new period results.
The main thing to rememberis that
a sequence of periods reflect the sequence of retooling changes that a
particular mold goes through during
the span of time it is used to produce
one particular model of a disc. All
thin concentric black bands.
discs from the same period are idenIn some cases, the actual color of a
tical in every aspect of their physical disc defines different generations.
structure, and discs from different When a disc is produced in one parperiods of the same mold are always ticular color for a given span of time,

signifies a generation change.

But if

two or more colors of a disc are pro-

THE GENERATION
duced simultaneously within the same
The next step in the classification span of time, then the coloring
system subdivides a given period into becomes the final step of classificagroupings called “generations”. tion and serves to distinguish between
Although discs of the same period are the varieties of a disc within that
identical in physical structure, it often generation. A good example of this is
happens that they are different in the 2nd period 15 mold Pro. The first
decoration design. They were generation of these were produced in
marketed with one particular decora- two colors, the rare yellow and the
tion for a given span of time, and common red.
The basic rule of thumb to
then, due to a corporate decision or
change in marketing plans, the remember about generations is that
decoration design was changed and they are classification groupings
the discs were sold with a new decora- reflecting a sequence of design
tion for another span of time. The changes of a particular disc model
term “decoration”, used in this con- withinthe same period of production.
Different designs of the same
text, refers to the application of a
design to a disc after the molding pro- model produced simultaneously are
classified in a grouping called the
cess. The three major methods of
“sub-model”.
A classic example of
after
disc
a
are
decorating
molding
hot stamping, silkscreening, and this is the famous 1975 IFT Pro
Model. It is yellow with a red hot
paper labeling.
Hot stamping is a process of stamp and has a special Strohs beer
transferring a color design to plastic label. This Pro was made right along
by means of a hot die that stamps with all the regular production Pro
color from a foil sheet onto a disc. Models of that time.Its classification
The configuration of the die deter- would run:
mines the configuration of the imCategory: Flying Disc
print left on the surface of the disc.
Type: Playing Disc
Make: Wham-O Mfg. Co.
Silkscreening is a stencil type proModel: Pro
cess of applying an ink design to the
surface of a disc.
Sub-model: 1975 IFT Pro
A paper label that is printed with
A good point that this sample
whatever wording or design desired is classification of the 1975 IFT Pro
becoming less and less popular as a Model demonstrates is that if thcrc
method of decorating discs, but it is are no varieties of a particular model
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sub-model to distinguish between,
there is no need to list the mold
number, period, generation, or color
of a disc. The whole purpose of that
specific part of the classification
system is to conclusively distinguish
between the different varieties of a
particular disc model. To describe
characteristics that can pertain to
one, and only one, disc beyond the
level of classification that conclusively distinguishes between disc
models is redundant. It should be
noted, however, that the classification of a disc should not be confused
with what could be called a collector’s
description of a disc. A good collector’s description would strive to hit
upon every detail and would list the
color, mold number, period, generation (if any), and condition of a disc.
The IFT Pro description would read,
“l975 IFT Pro Model, mold 15, 2nd
period, yellow, mint condition.” Even
though “l975 IFT Pro Model” can
mean only a yellow, 2nd period, mold
15 Pro, a collector’s description
would list it anyway because its purpose is to inform collectors about the
specific characteristics of a disc.
Basically, the classification system
is useful as a tool for putting all discs
into perspective. It allows collectors,
both new and experienced alike, to
think in terms of groupings of discs
rather than attempting to keep
thousands of different discs organized separately in their minds. The only
real way a collector gets to learn
about the details of an individual disc
is to examine it personally or read information about it in the written
literature on disc collecting that may
be available. Some of the more wellknown of the individual discs have
what is called a traditional, or common name. These names are usually
descriptive in nature and specifically
distinguishes a particular disc model
or sub-model from all other varieties
of that model. A great example of
this is the trauisition period Pluto
Platter, commonly known as the
“Double |isker” Pluto Platter.
Another good example is the 3rd
period, number 5 mold Wham-O Flylug Saucer, commonly known as the
“hump" Flying Saucer. When a collector is talking to other collectors
or

The FDM clgssification S stem
for Hand Thrown Disc Shaped F ying Objects
_

Flying Rings

Flying Discs
Cloth

Pipco

Make

*3

*2

3rd

2nd

1st

(“Des Pol "J

[“Pat. Pend "]

C&W
Plastics

Luklif
Plastics Co.

Saucer Co.

Flying Saucer
*5
3rd

2nd

lst

4th

Experimental and
Prototype Discs

Space

Mfg

*4

(Ridges)

[Esker]

Foreign

Mini

Speedee

Sailing Satellite

*

Period

HQII

Plastics

Products

Pluto Platter

Model
Mold

I

Antique

Empire

Premier

Wham/O

American
Trends

Novelty

Playing

Premium

Soft

Miscellaneous

Container Lids

Pie Pans

[No "Des. Pat "]

[“Des. Pat ")

(Bump)

[Generation]
Brown

Color

Yellow

7

Blue

Red

7

Red

*1 A SAMPLE CLASSIFICATION WORK-UP FOR BOTH THE MOLD
*2 AND MOLD *5 WHAM-O FLYING SAUCER. NOTE THAT THERE
IS NO SUB-MODEL OR GENERATION VARIATION FOR THE FLYING

SAUCER

Category
Type

I
Cloth

I

Premium
I

I

Make

CPI
I—

Model

I

Soft

Regular

Dream

I

Sub Model

I
M°|d#

T

*1

I

"I

“IO

|

I

I
Pro

I

I
Molsons Pro

‘AAA

#16

I?

"

W”

L

‘

"'

'

‘''‘I

Cossom

I

I

I

M1 G

119 G

165 G

I

1974 Rose Bowl Pro
I
*22B

I
*22A

l

I

H4

‘I5

2nd

-7

A

A’

2nd
Black Band
llot Stamp

I
I'lIII III!

1-

#17

Experimental and
Prototype Discs

I
Brand X

I
Wolfschmidts Pro

181

N
(mill ll: IIIII
lint .';li iiiir»

‘I

Foreign

97 G

I

"15

I

I

Mini

I
Wham-O

Super Pro

Perlod
Generatlon

I

I

I
Miscellaneous

Container Lids

Antique

Novelty

SportDisc

Flights

“F

W’

Pie Pans
I

Playing

I
Master Tournament
1975 IFT Pro

I

T

Flying Rings

Flying Discs

I

Chartreuse

C‘
4th
Double Black Band

3rd
Plain Label,
Black Band
Hot Stamp

Hot

Stamp

I

Maroon

Turquoise
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No special significance here, but the disc
is desired because ol its attractive design.

about one or more of these wellknown discs, it is much less cumbersome to refer to the common names
rather than having to describe the
mold number, period, and generation
of a particular disc each time it is
mentioned.
If a person is not familiar with
what disc a common name refers to,
at least the details of that disc would
only have to be described once during
a disc collecting discussion that refers
to that common name now and then.

combination of these various factors
that determine the actual desirability
of a disc.
Scarcity, in itself, doesn’t always
create desirability, but generally
speaking, the more rare a disc. the
more desirable it is. It is very important to understand that it is the scarcity of the type of disc itself that is the
factor here, not the scarcity of its hot
stamp or silkscreened design. Many
people falsely assume that a fastback
or 165g. disc is valuable and desirable
because only a very limited number of
them were made with a particular hot
stamp. It doesn’t work that way.
There have been many, many thousands of 165g. and fastback discs
made with all kinds of hot stamps and
designs. If there were only twohundred fastback discs ever made,
they would be one of the hottest collector’s items ever to hit the market.
A particular design will make a common disc desirable if, and only if, it is
of exceptional beauty, uniqueness,
and/or significance...no matter how
few were made. For example, the
Wham—O $50,000 Disc Golf Tournament disc was not all that beautiful,
in terms of design, but it was very
significant in terms of the importance
of the event it commemorated, and
therefore became highly desirable in a
short period of time. By the same
token, the 1979 AFDO Eagle disc was
not of particular significance, but its
exceptional looks made it desirable
almost immediately. On the othci
hand, since the Kalamazoo C0llL‘l'k'

THE VALUE OF DISCS
A very important aspect of disc
collecting that all collectors are interested in is the value of a disc. There
is no single guiding rule or factor that
determines value. The actual value of
a disc is determined by a fairly complex mixture of factors, but in the
end, the old laws of supply and demand fix the value on a disc. If there
is a great desire for a particular disc,
and only a very few of them
available, then it has great value.
However, no matter how scarce a disc
may be, if no one cares about it, it’s
not worth much. It is fairly easy to
understand the supply factor; a disc is
either abundantly available, or it is
not.

It is not quite that simple to understand what creates desire for a disc. It
can be any one of a number of factors
involving a disc’s scarcity, ago,
historical significance, uniqueness,

flight performance, physical apUsually, it is a

pearance, and feel.
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A disc desired for the significant event it
commemorates, despite its poor design.

q.-kg

This disc is desired by collectors
because of its uniqueness.

solely

Ultimate Frisbee® disc Society 165g.
disc was neither significant nor
beautiful, it has no particular desirability, even though it was manufactured in limited quantities.
The historical significance of a disc
is very important to its desirability.
Any disc that was made back when
disc flying was a brand new phenomenon gets top billingas a desirable collector’s item. Pipcos, Zolars, Pluto
Platters, Scalos, Mars Platters, Space
Saucers, Mystery Y’s, and a few
others are among the most desirable
of all collector’s items. They are the
historical ancestors of the modern
the very beginning of the
disc
—

sport.

Uniqueness affects desirability. A
disc that is unlike all other discs, even
if it is readily available, becomes
desirable to many collectors. Good
examples are the Sailing Sombrero
and the Oreo Cookie disc. Their only
claim to fame is that they are different, but that, in itself, is enough to
pique the interest of collectors.
The flight performance of a disc
creates desirability. ‘two discs may be
equally good looking, equally scarce,

and of equal historical significance,
but if one is an excellent flyer and the
other is 2! dog. then desirability may
be miles apart. A good performing
disc is the t‘5.\t.'llC€of disc flying, and
as such, is much more desirable than
one that flies poorly.
An important, but rather subjectivc Itictor that affects the desirability
of :I disc is its physical feel and

appearance. This is not to be confused with a good looking hot stamp

other add-on decorations, but
rather refers to the looks and feel of
the disc itself. A good looking disc,
pleasing of shape and construction,
or

always generates

more

desirability

than a disc that looks weak or wimpy
and feels just as bad. The AllAmerican Whiz Bee enjoys near—zero
desirability, even though it is rather
uncommon. It has no special good
looks and its hard, styrene—type
plastic construction is the pits. Conversely, although the current production mold 15 Pro Model is very plentiful and easily available, it enjoys a
much higher degree of desirability
than the Whiz Bee. The Pro Model
has classic good looks and a great
feel.
The “John Kirkland” factor is also
very important in determining how
desirable a particular disc may be to
collectors. Any disc that John
Kirkland does not have in his collection is automaticallyone of the most
desirable discs in existence. And there
may not be too many of these still
around. John Kirklandhas one of the
largest and most complete collections
in all of disc collecting, rumored to
now number over 9,000 different
discs.
When these desirability factors are
combined with the factor of
availability,a relative value between
discs begins to take shape. High
desirability and low availability
means a valuable disc, and vice-versa
means a dud. The actual dollar value
of a disc is subjective. The low end of
the scale is the dealer price, what a
dealer like Roger Barrett or Jim
Palmeri would pay for a disc that
they intend to sell on the open
market. The average cash value
(ACV) for the same disc would be the
retail price for which that same dealer
would sell that particular disc for.
The high range for the disc would be
what it might possibly bring at a disc
auction.
lf an individual has a disc s/he
into cash quickly,
s/he would sell it In a dealer and
the disc would then be considered
worth the dealer price. If that individual wants to wait until the right

wants to convert

collector comes along who would pay
the retail price, the disc would then be
worth the ACV price. In general, the
dealer price of a disc is the realistic
price, because the disc can always be
sold for that; the ACV price can only
be obtained if there is a collector
available who desires to buy a given
disc.
As of now, there is no set listing of
disc prices. Because the hobby of disc
collecting is so new, the market varies
significantly from day to day and new
discoveries are being made all the
time. The Pipco Lil’ Abner disc was
at one time a very rare and priceless
collector’s dream. No amount of
money could wrest one out of the
hands of the very few collectors lucky
enough to have gotten a hold of one.
Then, super wheeler and dealer,
Roger Barrett of Albany, California,
the first of the great collectors, came
across several case lots of Lil’ Abner
discs in mint condition, still packed
with their original literature. They
had been stored away for close to
thirty years and finally surfaced at a
flea market that Roger Barrett was
smart enough to be browsing
through. The ACV was quickly
established at fifteen dollars apiece
and will remain that way until they
sell out.
The same thing happened to the
colored Pro Series. The ACV price
for a good colored Pro was ranging
from twenty-five to thirty-five dollars
until Mike Ringo of Albany, New
York (Albany again!) acquired
several cases of colored Pros, all completely unused. The ACV came down
to twelve dollars and the discs were
entirely sold out before many collectors had even heard about the find.
Now the ACV is right back up to the
thirty-five dollar range.
Of course, a very important factor
in determining the value of an individual disc is its condition. A mint
condition Pluto Platter may be worth
up to one-hundred dollars at auction
price and may have an ACV price
ranging from thirty-five to sixty-five
dollars. But if the disc were faded,
cracked, warped, and dog-chewed it
could be worth less than fifty cents.
The big problem in describing the
condition of a disc is that there has

been

no

real set of standard terms

referring to how much wear and tear a
disc has gone through. A person may
describe a Pluto Platter as being in
“great condition”, when they actually
mean “great condition...for a Pluto

Platter.”
When describing the condition of a
disc, the person should make it clear
whether they are referring to the
relative condition, or the actual condition. In relative terms, a standard
119g. disc that is actually in the same
condition as the above mentioned
Pluto Platter might be considered to
be in lousy condition. .for a 119g.
The actual condition of a disc does
not take into account how old, rare,
or valuable a disc may be. It is determined solely by comparing the disc to
a predetermined set of standard
gradings based upon what a disc
looks like when it first comes out of
the mold. Subsequent grading levels
are based on arbitrarilyagreed upon
wear and tear levels a disc reaches as
it becomes used. As collectors
become familiar with the grading
standards, they will easily be able to
visualize the condition of any disc
that is described in terms of these
standards.
The following grading standards
represent what Flying Disc Magazine
is adopting for use in all its articles on
disc collecting and in all classified or
other advertising that may offer a
disc for sale or trade.
.

Mint Perfect (MP) This is a very
condition to be assigned to a disc
that is essentially in the same condition as when it first came out of the
mold. It has no marks, nicks, scratches, or blemishes of any kind. This
condition is very unusual because of
the inevitable handling a disc goes
through from the time that it comes
out of the mold. It first gets bulkpacked for transfer to the place where
it is hot stamped or otherwise
decorated, then packaged in cartons
or individuallywrapped. For any disc
that is lucky enough to get through
that process unmarked in any way,
we reserve the mint perfect rating.
—

rare

Mint (M)
Relatively speaking,
this term is often used rather loosely,
but is accurately applied to discs that
—
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are as near perfect as possible after
going through the post—molding
handling, decorating and packing

process. There may be

a

few very

slight scuffs or nicks caused by the
handling, but absolutely no visible
scratches, delay marks, or other
signs of use or wear.
This grading
Wrapper (W)
means that a disc is still in its original
package, which guarantees that it is in
—

mint perfect condition.
otherwise specified, this
grading implies that the package has
never been opened. If a disc is in its
original package that has been opened, then it is graded according to its
non—packaged condition and stated as
being with its original package. it
should not be graded as ‘W’.
Excellent (E)
This condition
signifies that a disc has been used, but
shows few signs of wear and tear. The
underside may show delay marks,
slight scratches and nicks, but no
deep fingernail cuts or gouges. The
rim may have a few scuff marks and
minor scratches, but no major gouges
or scratches. The engraving and
decoration is relatively unmarked and
unscuffed. The degree of excellence
in this category is signified by E +, E,
or E— gradings.
A disc rated in good
Good (G)
condition shows moderate signs of
use. The engraving and decoration
have obvious signs of scuffing and
wear, but have no chunks or bits
gouged or torn away. The underside
mint

or

Unless

Excellent This disc has been used, but
very few signs of wear are evident.
-

—

—

G to G+ Little wear on
scratches and scrapes on
-

engraving, but
flight plate.

Fair Engraving shows wear and the rim
is nicked and cutmore than the G sample.
-

is delayed, scratched, and fingernail
pitted. The rim is scraped and scuffed
fairly heavily all the way around, but
there are no extremely deep cuts,
scrapes or gouges present. The degree
of this grading is also signified by using plus or minus signs with the ‘G’
symbol.

A fair condition disc
Fair (F)
has had a lot of wezu‘. The rim is
heavily scraped and scuffed and there
may be deep }',Ull).'_L‘.\‘ and cuts, here
and there. l he cngruving and top surface of the disc are heavily scuffed
and lllL‘i\t‘(l. The underside is well
worn with many fingernail marks and
um‘ umlciside engraving may be scuflt‘(l in the point of being hard to read.
A Llhel and/or other decoration show
sip_nit‘icunt wear but are still readable
—

Poor

-

Engraving heavily

worn; the

flight

plate is extensively scratchedand scraped.
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Yeccchh!~

Actually,

it you want to owl

technical, this disc is yeccchh + l

ink, paint, and/or magic marker. A

small

insignificant marking

on the
identification initials or a gram weight, doesn’t affect
the value too much. The same markings on the top side reduce the value
to a much greater degree. Heavy
magic marking plastered all over a
disc’s surface is as critical as a badly
warped disc and may very possibly
render an otherwise mint or excellent
specimen worthless when cash or
trade values are considered.
The extent that a disc’s original
color has faded doesn’t affect its
value as much as warping or marking
does, but a heavily faded disc does
lose some of its value. An otherwise
mint disc that is extremely faded
might be worth as much as an unfaded version in G plus or E minus
condition.
Cracks, punctures, dog toothmarks, and burn or melt marks are all
factors that reduce the value of a disc.
The more prevalent they are, the
lower the value is of a disc. Small
hairline cracks that are barely visible
don’t diminish a disc’s value as much

underside, such

A disc in G+ condition that is worthless
due to excessive warping.

period Pluto Platter, sadly broken
beyond value; otherwise in G condition.

A 1st

recognizable. F+ and F— apply scratched, scuffed, and worn down,
but otherwise in solid physical shape.
here, as well.
Poor (P)
A much used disc and Its condition rating would probably
beat up pretty badly. The engraving is be “fair”. Another Super Pro may be
heavily worn and even obliterated in perfectly unused with no wear and
some places. The rim is extremely tear, but if the neighbor’s dog had
taken a good chomp on it and left
worn with much plastic scuffed and
scraped off. Deep gouges abound all four tooth puncture marks in it, its
the way around. Both the top and value might be no better than the
underside are scraped, worn, and pit- “fair” condition Super Pro. To
and

—

ted. Labels and other decorations are
barely readable, if at all. It is rarely

describe it as a disc in fair condition
would be misleading, though. An acnecessary to use the plus or minus curate description would be to state
ratings because the degree of the actual condition in terms of wear,
poorness affects the disc’s value very and to then fully describe any
little.
physical damage the disc may have.
Yyecch (Y) The very bottom of In this case, the Super Pro would be
the barrel. A disc in this condition is described as “‘excellent’, but with
four dog toothmarksin it.”
so bad that even if it were a double
In terms of various affects upon
esker Pluto Platter, a collector would
consider tossing it to a dog (who value, one of the most important
would probably be insulted).
aspects of the non-wear related
The standards for rating the condi- characteristics of a disc’s condition is
tion of a disc are based strictly upon its physical integrity. This refers to
the amount of wear and tear a disc how closely a disc maintains its outdisplays. Any non-wear aspects of a of-the-mold physical structure, as opdisc’s condition, such as warping, posed to its being warped or broken
cracks, breaks, dog toothmarks, apart. No matter how unmarked or
torn—off labels, fading, burn or melt brand new a disc may be, if it is
marks, ink or other markings, and warped, it is worth much less to a colwellishcs disease are considered lector than an unwarped example of
separately from the basic wear the same disc, even if the unwarped
grading. Although these factors sample shows some of the weargreatly influence the value of a disc, related characteristics mentioned prethey are not llCL'CS.Httt‘ily related to the viously. This also applies to a disc
amount of wear a disc may have and that is broken.
Another important non-wear factherefore, must be fully described
tor that must be considered when
over and above a dist-K basic condition rating.
determining the value of a disc is the
A Super Pro may he pretty well amount of add-on markings such as
—

as

warping, heavy marking, or larger
do, but they do have
some affect which is generally proportionate to the number of existing
as

open breaks

cracks on the disc. A hairline crack is
defined as a crack that is invisible
unless the disc is pushed apart on
either side of the crack, thereby exposing it. If a disc has a crack that
cannot be made invisible except by
holding the disc together with constant force, then it is considered a
broken disc. A broken disc, as mentioned earlier, has a sharply reduced
value.
Burn or melt marks and dog tooth
punctures also drastically reduce a
disc’s value, unless they are very small
and/or insignificant. One small dog
tooth puncture on the rim of an
otherwise mint Pluto Platter would
barely affect its value. But the same
toothmarklocated directly where the
5*‘ trademark
symbol appears would
significantly lower its value. In any
case, the location and quantity of any
toothmarks or punctures should
always be included with the condition
grading when describing a disc.
If a label is part of a disc’s regular

J‘. N4
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after-molding decoration, its condition also plays an important part in
determining the disc’s overall value.
Despite the mint condition in which a
disc may be, if its label is missing, its
value is severely compromised.
Generally, if a disc’s condition is significantly different from the condition of its label, then a condition
rating for both is written up in its
description. If only one rating for a

ner, its engraving slowly fades away,
and the value goes down. .down.
and down.
Very generally, the amount that
any of these non—wear aspects of a
disc’s condition affect the value of a
disc depends significantly upon the
disc itself. The underside of the only
double-esker Pluto Platter known to
exist is heavily wellished, but because
of its extreme rarity and importance,
it still remains a very desirable collector’s item of high value. However, a
first period yellow Pluto Platter, ordinarily a highly desirable collector’s
item in itself, would be rendered
almost valueless if it were as badly
wellished as the double-esker model.
.

.

.

disc is listed, a collector can assume
that both the disc and its label are in
the same condition.
Wellishes disease is a terrible curse
to collectors. It is difficult to ignore a
micro—thin flap of plastic sticking up
on the surface of a disc. Inevitably,
someone assumes that the tiny flap
can be picked off, but no matter how
GETTING STARTED
carefully you pick at it, it peels off in
How does one get started in colleca very long, thin strip, a quarter of an
inch to one inch in width, always ting? This is a frequently asked quesleaving another innocent looking lit- tion. The first part ofthe answer is to
tle flap in its place, just waiting for its read this article and learn a little
turn to be peeled. As the peeling con- about the hobby. But since you are
tinues, the disc gets thinner and thin- reading this right now, you obviously

oinent Collectors
ollector

have taken that first step. Many collectors get started by collecting the
discs that most closely relate to the
aspects of disc play that they themselves are most interested in. Many
ultimate players concentrate on collecting 165g. and Master Tournament
Model discs. A player deeply involved
in Guts may be an ardent Pro Model
collector. Former World Disc Golf
Champion, Mark Horn, is an avid
collector of the 119g. Model, the
most widely used golf disc. For the
most part, the majority of collectors
are moved to collect a special type of
disc for no particular reason other
than having a

personal interest in that

type of disc. Many times

a collector
can’t explain why they are interested
in what they collect. A certain type of
disc strikes their fancy, and that’s all
there is to it.
Former Women’s World Champion, Jo Cahow, specializes in collecting green discs, and Dan Mangone of
La Mirada, California has the world’s
most complete collection of unpig—

7:7

Numbr of Discs mber of Yers
Collecting

in Collection

Area of

ostwanted

Specialization

Disc

Valuble

Most
Disc Owned

John Kirkland
Over 10,000
Santa Barbara, CA

7 Years

Any disc made

Green Speedy

‘‘I own too many
valuable discs to
decide which is
the most valuable."

Bruce Willis
Huntsville, AL

650

6 Years

Pro Model

4976 WFC
Pro

Flamed Ring Pro

Ralph Williamson

5,000

5 Years

Pluto Platters

American
Trends Pluto
Platter

Yellow Pluto Platter
in the package
[pictured in Feb.

Jim Palmeri
Newark, NY

2,000

6 Years

Pluto Platters
American Trends Green First Period
and Flying Saucers or Double Esker
*2 Mold Flying
Pluto Platter
Saucer

Victor Malafronte
Berkeley. CA

1.200

12 Years

Antique Discs

Dan Mangone
La Mirada, CA

700

Seattle, WA

before 1980

Fred Morrison's
Tennite Proto-

“Fling A Saucer"
Australian made
V8lSll)ll oi the
Mystery 'Y'
tolimurnenl model

Unpigmented

Vullow American
trends Pluto
Platter

type
_’

3 Years

Unpigmented

Discs

119 g. with 1<)//
World Golf

Champion
Horn

Jo Cahow
Los Angeles, CA
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1980 issue]

72

12 Years

Green Discs

llnl

Ml ilk

Slurnp

Gruun l lr:.l
PUNK ul *7 Mold
llyuiu fiinluul

Synei Zoomer from
Nepal with Nepalese

Engraving

3,31"
_.

‘
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pile of Twirl-A-Booms, a very
mysterious and highly desirable, rare
tensive collection of tournament discs collector’s item. Only three had been
known to exist prior to his find.
ever assembled.
The nine general types of flying
Second—hand shops and thrift
discs, as outlined in the classification stores have been responsible for
system, are often used as the basis for lining the walls of many a collector
collecting specializations, but the im- with valuable discs, and at a rate well
agination is the only real limit to the above that of the previous mentioned
number of different areas of speciali- sources. The trick here is to check
zation that can exist. They range back regularly, as new merchandise is
from John Kirkland’s very general always flowing in. You wouldn’t want
mented discs. Dan “the Stork” Rod—

dick, IFA Director, has the most

ex-

ever made” to very limited
of interest such as “any red
mini—disc made in Europe between
1977 and l980.” The more general the
area that the collector sets his or her
sights on, the more involved she/he
will get with discs of all kinds, but the
likelihood of completing the collection is smaller.
On the other hand, a highly
specialized area of concentration will
limit a collector’s involvement with
many types of interesting discs, but
offers the opportunity to complete a
collection down to the very last permutation and combination of every
different variety of disc known to
that specific area.
Once you decide upon what types
of discs you want to collect, you can
begin to plan out the best places in
which to find them. Flea markets and
garage sales have turned up some very
interesting collector’s items. You
must have extreme patience when
shopping at these sources since discs
are generally not a regular item
among the usual tools, books, and
assorted household junk usually
found there.
The by—the—wayside general store
or variety shop often has old, oddball or little known discs on the
shelves for very low prices. Again,
patience is a virtue, because stopping
at five or six such stores and finding
nothing makes it awfully easy to pass
by that seventh store thinking “there
won’t be anything there either”. No
one knows how many valuable collector’s items have gone unnoticed
because of that line of thinking.
Donn Blake oi" l.1l.\ Vegas, Nevada
forced himself to stop in at one more
little store after coining up empty
handed countless times before. His
perseverance paid oil‘ with a small

“any disc
areas

to miss that Mystery ‘Y’or Pluto Platter that some kid will snap up for a
quarter and then go throw it to the

family dog.

Visits to the beach can always be a
rewarding place to find that disc
you’ve been looking for. Beach
players are basically interested in
something that flies well, so if you
bring along three or four 165g. discs,
you can offer them as a swap for the
old, out—of-date and weak performing Pluto Platter that someone is attempting to make fly.
Friends and relatives are some of
the best providers of collector’s items.
Spread the word around about your
collection. Show it to your friends
and relatives and tell them a little bit
about the hobby and the history of
flying discs. They are usually fascinated by it all and will immediately
think of you when they come across
an old or unusual looking disc. Half
of the time your relatives will be
bringing you worthless junk, such as
a dog-chewed Burger King mini, but
you will be pleasantly surprised with
the other half of what they will bring
you.

Of course, the prime source of
discs for your collection is other collectors. Any collector that doesn’t
specialize in the same area of disc collecting that you do will be more than
happy to trade a disc that you desire
for something that they need for their
particular collection. This is why it is
a good bet to accumulate all kinds of
discs, whether you need them or not.
They can always be used for trade.
A big question often asked by
beginning collectors is “how do you
know whether a disc is old or
valuable?". The answer is that you
slowly learn as you collect more and
more discs and talk to fellow collec-

tors. However, there are some very
basic rules of thumb that can help
speed up the learning process.
1. Any Wham-O disc that has
engraved lettering on its topside, except those engraved “Regular
Frisbee® Flying Disc”, are important
collectables. This is by no means to
say that all those that do not have
engraved letters aren’t collectable.
There are many of the newer hot
stamped lettered models that are just
as valuable as the older engraved
type, but there is no blanket rule that
covers all of them. The same applies
to the Wham-O Regular Model disc.
2. Generally, any non-Wham-O
flying disc with engraved lettering on
the topside is of collecting interest.
3. If a disc is in a package that
doesn’t have a zip code included with
the manufacturer’s address
snap it
—

up.
4.

Any non-Wham-O disc that is

approximately the
generally

an

same

size

as

the

165g. model is
interesting collector’s

Wham-O Master

or

item.
5. When in doubt, collect it.
These five basic guidelines are just
that, guidelines. Just because a disc
does not fit into one of the first four
categories does not mean it isn’t
valuable or collectable. For that matter, any disc is collectable from someone’s point of view. All valuable discs
don’t fit into neat formulas or rules of
thumb. The most basic guideline of
them all, and the most valid, in terms
of the personal value a disc has, is
whether a disc is of interest to you.
Other opinions are unimportant. If
you like a disc and desire it for your
collection, then it is a valuable disc.
That, along with the interesting facts
that are uncovered through learning
about different discs, is what the enjoyment of collecting is all about.
If you are a new collector and
don’t know the first thing about discs,
don’t worry. Just collect them all and
as you become an expert about your
chosen specialty area, you will begin
to understand the charm and fascination of the hobby. In time, you will
come to see just why there are so
many fanatics filling their homes with
hundreds and even thousands of flying discs.
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THE SPACE SAIICER:
an

important mng link disc

The most intriguing aspect of disc
is the anticipation of finding a valuable or significant disc.
When I thought I might be getting a
valuable disc from a recent acquaintance, my excitement was hard to
conceal. When John Kirkland clued
me in that it might be a Space Saucer,
the anticipation became intense.
When it indeed turned out to be a
Space Saucer, I played detective and
tracked down the source from a few
meager clues, and as I got closer and
closer to what I was looking for, the
excitement became unbearable.
This is how it happened: The recent
acquaintance had told me about a
disc of her father's that he had claimed was one of the first ones ever
made. She said she would get it the
next time she visited her parents and
bring it for my collection. I imagined a
Pluto Platter, Flying Saucer, or Sailing
Satellite, and hoped that it might be

collecting
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elusive American Trends Pluto
Platter. My hopes turned to puzzlement when I showed her all my older
discs. I had figured she might
recognize one of them as being like
the one her father had at home, and
that I would get a clue as to what was
in store for me. But she said none of
them looked at all like the one she
recalled. The description she gave me
was completely unfamiliar, and I
began to think that maybe she had a
disc that I had never seen before. I
called John Kirkland and he thought
that the description sounded like a
Space Saucer, a very rare disc that I
indeed had never seen before. I allowed my hopes to rise once again and
eagerly awaited for my acquaintance
to retrieve the disc from her parents’
home in Boston.
John Kirkland was once again right
Io my supreme delight, my fl'|(‘Iill
handed me not one, but two Sim «an

Saucer discs! And best of

all, they

of obvious different periods of
production. One was red and had a
small ”PAT. APLD. FOR" engraved on
the topside, and the other was a
beautiful green and white marbled
colored disc that was definitely from
the same mold, but was made of a (lifferent plastic altogether, and (lid not
have the patent applied it)! engraving.
The available iiiloiiiiation about
the Space Sautt-r at that time was
near zero. The only known example
of one resided in llll‘ Itnddick-Seubert
collection dlill lll‘|lll('f one of them
knew aI'lVllI|ItJ'_ almut it except that
they W(‘rt' inltl l)y the person that
donati-(I Il lt » lllvlil that it had been acquirml -.«-mt-iiiiiv during the '50s. The
onl\ lllllljj that John Kirkland knew
illlttlll ll was that he wanted one very
were

l>.I(ll\

|lio- information I got from my
lN‘IIt'l.It tor was a little more specific.

Her father had bought the Space summer studenm play the game of
Saucer discs while he was attending Cuts, but each Space Saucer package
Dartmouth University during the early included a printed instruction sheet
'50s. Armed with this information, I that described an early version of
drove to New Hampshire to see what I Cuts called the ”Space Saucer
could find.
game”. Once the seeds of this game
wildest
dreams
and
were
My
expectasown, the Upper Penninsula
tions were vastly exceeded. I carefully nurtured the game from its
discovered a disc collector's heaven. infancy to the full blown sport that
Not only did I find some information Cuts is today.
0 It also appears that it was the
about the Space Saucer, I found
Ernest C. Robes, the man who in- description of the Guts—like game on
vented the Space Saucer. Mr. Robes the Space Saucer instructions that the
had a storeroom full of left over discs Empire Plastics Company modified
that he was willing to sell to me, but and engraved on their famous
perhaps even more important, he had ”Mystery Y” disc models. It seems that
some absolutely fascinating informa- the word ”FR|SBEE” wasn't the only
tion that shed some brilliant light upon thing that the ”Mystery Y” people borthe early days of disc flying.
rowed when they sought to get in on
From the mind—boggling bits of in- the growing disc market back in 1959.
Mr. Robes turned out to be an East
formation that Mr. Robes had to offer,
Coast Fred Morrison. His Space
we've pieced together these facts:
0 The earliest known origins of the
Saucer was conceived, developed,
there
centered
and
of
Cuts
at
right
patented before he had ever seen
game
Dartmouth University during the year
1954, the same year that the Space
Saucer made its debut’ at the Dartmouth Coop.
0 It was the Space Saucer that led
Cuts from a game played by a few tin
lid throwing die hards to the popular
Ivy League game of the fifties. Mr.
Robes has actual sales invoices showing that literally thousands of Space
Saucer discs were sold by both the
Dartmouth and Yale Co—ops from 1954
until 1962.
0 The legendary ”Dartmouth” disc
as described by Stancil Johnson on
page thirty—five of his book FRISBEE, is
actually one and the same as the
Space Saucer. Mr. Robes had offered
a special fund—raising deal to Dartmouth students in which they would
take Space Saucer discs home with
them to sell during their summer vacations. When Stancil Johnson was doing
the research for his book, he came
across the information that Dartmouth
students were selling some sort of (llS('
in the Cl1l(‘.lg() area. Not having soon
the disc and not being able to gather
any information lu-vond that, he dubb
ed it the ”[)artrnoutli" disc.
.
0
It appears lll.il these Space
Saucer purveying l).uimouth students
brought the idea at ilu- < ;uts game to
Michigan and the llppm Penninsula.
Not only did tlu-w |mme—for—the-

plastic flying disc or ever heard of
Fred Morrison. He sincerely believed
that he was the first person to ”invent”
the plastic flying disc. Until I recently
talked with him, he had been under
the impression that Fred Morrison had
copied his idea. The fact is that they
both were avid tin lid and pie pan
throwers who happened to think of
the very same thing totally independently of each other at extreme
opposite ends of the country.
It is quite ironic that the person
whose disc played such a significant
role in the early development of disc
flying should have remained totally
unknown for all these years. The complete story of Ernest C. Robes and his
Space Saucer will unfold in a future
issue of Flying Disc Magazine. Until
then, collectors interested in obtaining
an original Space Saucer should
check this issue’s Mail Order Service
a

listing.
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upcoming events
May 3-4,

1930

Eastern Ultimate Championships
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA.
Contact Andrea Cummis, 5231
5th Ave. No. 3, Pittsburgh, PA
15232. (301) 371-5433.
May 3, 1980
South Dakota State Championships
Golf, Distance, & Accuracy
Contact Eric Black, P.O. Box 246,
Marty, SD 57361. (605)
384-3343.
May 10-11, 1980
French Championships: DDC-Golf
Paris, France.
May 17-18, 1980
French Championships: Distance-SCF-

Accuracy-Freestyle
Paris, France.

Contact: Paul Delahoutre, 80, Rue
Castelnau, 5G126-Linselles, France.
May 10-11
NAS Meet
San Francisco
—

Freestyle-DDC

Contact: Tom McRann, P.O. Box 784,
Menlo Park, CA 94025
May 17-18
NAS Meet
Atlanta, Georgia
Golf-Distance
Contact: Bonnie Mills, P.O. Box 5451,
Augusta, GA 30906
—

May 17th (raindate May 18th)
Bloomingdales-MillburnStrikers;
Flying Disc Festival

Old Short Hills Park
Short Hills. New Jersey
Disc Golf-MTA
Contact Dan Doyir-. l’() Box 155
Milltown, NJ 08851) (."()l) 247-8353
May 24-25
NAS Meet
i’inl.'ulelphia, Pennsylvania
Golf-Distanuv
Contact Jim Powers, P.O. Box 322,
Wayne, PA lS)()87
May 24, 25, 28
FPA i mmityle Tournament, plus one
nllml Uvmtl to be announced

l);il|uu. luxas
ilmitnct. FPA, 90 Morton
Allmny, NY 12202
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NORTH AMERICAN FLYING DISC
CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
Santa Barbara, California
March 1-2, 1980

FREESTYLE

Open Division

(1) Joe Hudoklin/Richie Smits; (2) Laura
Engle/Don Rhodes; (3) Jeff Soto/Dan

Sullivan/John Kirkland; (4) Evan
David/Kevin Givens; (5) John Jewel/G.
Rose; (6) Jim Emerson/Doc Anderson; (7)
Tony Zweig/Rick Montgomery; (8) James
Terhorst/ Larry lmperiale/Brian White
Women‘s Division

(1) G. Rose/Laura Engle; (2) Jane
Englehardt/Kate Dow; (3) Mary Ann
Bowman/Muggs Curtis; (4) Diane

Late Breaking News:
The dates of the Toronto and Rochester
NAFDS tournaments have been switched.
Rochester will be held on August 2-3, and
Toronto on July 26-27.
The Boulder NAFDS tournament has been
changed from July 12th and 13th to June 14th
and 15th. Contact Rick Kavaur, 2885 19th,
Boulder, CO 80302. (303) 443-1269.

Marguiles/Jenny Lucier
Master's Division

(1) Joe Messner; (2) Theo Cade
Grand Masters Division

(1) Ralph Williamson; (2) Ron Widel

UNLIMITED

SELF CAUGHT FLIGHT
imeief-S)
MTA TRC
Open Division
9.18 47.28
(1) Ernie Torres
10.53 18.25
(2) Ed Noble
8.62
.83
(3) Van Millar
8.09
NC
(4) Joe Hewlett
7.10
NC
(5) John Weyand

Box

Women‘s Division

(1) Teresa Gaman
(2) Cindi Birch
(2) Beth Verish
Master‘s Division
(1) Hal Campbell
(2) Ted Bowes
(3) Seppo Niemenen

7.10
5.67

6-20

781 39.10
6.66
NC
NC 20.95

Grand Master's Division MTA
6.91
(1) Ralph Williamson
7.96
(2) Ron Widel
SENlOR‘S DISTANCE
Master's Division
(1) Hal Campbell
(2) Ted Bowes
(3) Seppo Niemenen

23.70
13.10
12.70

TRC
19.93
16.28

Meters
87.5
84.2
76.0

Grand Master's Division

5. Earl Johns

JAM PANTS

Illc lmnous (Jerry Lynas drawing
has been given color and is now
also uvuilaihle on it longzslccvc shirt Ga‘
and sweatshirt.
SPIi('II“Y SIZI{:
M, L, XL
('OL(')R OI“ SHIRTS: Blue
PRINT ('OLORS: Tan. black &

Baggies are being
worn by more &
more disc players
because

ionable. Made of

prewashed,

47-52
49-51
51-49
46-57
55-49

(99)
(100)
(100)
(103)
(104)
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.6.00
.5.25
.6.25
.2.25
.3.25
.4.50
.3.00
.2.85
.7.4S

pre-

shrunk IOOW} cotton. Choice of
blue or natural.
SPI€('II<‘Y SIZE:
S, M, L. XL
PRICE: 12.50

LONGSLEI{VIi SHIRTS: 50/50
PRICE: 6.50
SWEATSHIRTS:50/50
PRICE: 7.95
RAINBOW DISC.
HDX 61
HI)X 80
NI{RF DISC
SUPIER PRO
MASTIZR
(EPA PRO
SPORT DISC
lll-'() (LIGHTED)

they’re

practical & fash-

orange
T SHIRTS: l00’I«' cotton
PRICF.: 5.00

.

Open Disc Golf Tournament,
Huntington Beach, California

Feb. 10, 1980
Dunipace
2. Wayne Shurtz
2. Don Scarbourgh
4. Dave Lindig

‘CIRCUS’

FLYING DISCS

88.8
(1) Ron Widel
(new Grand Master's world ro(:or(l)
660
(2)' Ralph Williamson

1. Dave

333, Amherst, MA 01002

FB6
G70 .'
119G
127G
133G
14IG
I65G
FLOATER
PYRA DISC
.
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.3.50
.2.95
.2.95
.4.75
.4.50
.3.95
.4.50
.4.40
..3.95
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GUTS GLOVES
has
The palm
only one layer of
leather as mandated by the GPA
for competition.
SPECIFY SIZE:
Sm, M, L, XL
ITEM '1 : A09
PRICE: 9.95/pr.

SHIPPING INFORMATION
l)omcslic shipping & handling. add $l.95 per order. Minimum
nnlci‘ accepted is $8.00. Foreign. APO & FPO orders. write
lur sliipping prices. All prices void with issuance oi‘ the next
mm oi’ this inzigzmine. For new 74 item catalog scml two 15
(Till

shunps

to:

l)lS(‘ WARES, Box 333

Dept. D, Amherst,

M/\ 01003
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Mai @ir<dleir $@lFWlI@@
All items

limited;

are

or

unless you

supply and are marked as (L).
[VL'), less than 5 available. They will be shipped on a
Money will be promptly relunded on all sold out lhms

in mint condition. Most items are in limited

(VL). very limited;

or

lirst come. lirst serve basis.

specify alternate choices.

1

1979 NAS Series 0isc—l65 g (80 mold) 10 7/8“ diam
(red, blue. olack. green hot stamp)

2

1979 NAS Series Disc—141 g

(red blue. black. green hotstarno)
1979 NAS Series Disc—119 g (40 mold) 9 1/4' diam

3

$8 00 VL

(50 mold) I0" diam

(red. blue. black. green hot stamp)

$5 00 L

$4 (I) L

not shown

Original

1976 4-Signature Disc—l41 g 110'‘ diam )
(green blue, brown)
yellow. white) 8 3/4 ‘diam
Mi Flip Light up Firefly (must be mechanically put together
belore tlying) Choice 01 salmon. blue. yellow. lime green
dark green. red. purple whitel Since these discs are lairly
old we open each package and inspect the mechanical parts
lor battery corrosion Specily it you preler unopened
package (8 3/4“ diam )
Whiz1~Bee (8 7/8‘ diam )
Master whiz Ring IWIIIIE, red. yellow) 10 1/4" diam
Snoopy "Joe Cool" (while) 8 3/4" diam
Swedish disc (black. blue, orange) 9 1/4" diam
Chem»Toy Zinger (pink, orange. green)8 I/4" diam
CPI Giant Saucer Tosser (15" diam )
(yellow orange)
Stinger (yel|ow)83/4"diam

4

Willie Flying Saucer (red

5

6

7

'

8
9
10
11

12
13
17

First ottering The
Olympics llying disc

"NO SLIP GRIP“ ollicial 1980 Winter
Nice live color silk screen 9 3/8" diam
The other ‘No SLIP GRIP" Olympics disc Also live

178

$8 00 Vi
$1 50

$6
$2
$1
$2
$4
$1

00 VL
001
50
00 VL
00 L
00

$3 00

E

:

3

$1 00

g

E
E

5

$3 00

II

n

I

c

s

$3 00
The 1974 American Flying Disc Open tournament disc (2nd
period "Brand X“) Specily green "Genesee Cream Ale" or
the red "Genesee Beer" 8 7/8‘ diarn
$4 00 VI
Discratl Sky Styler 10 1/2" diam
$4 50
The GPA Pro The great 15 mold Wham-0 Pro Model, the only
Pro tell in production with a cupola 9 5/16" diam
$3 00

color

18

.

.

.

rt

.

.

19
20

..

.

-

ITEMS NOT PICTURED
Chem-Toy Mini (pink)
1978 WFC Fastback 9 1/4" diam
16
D2
DGA Midnight Flyer, mold 22 (new style pro) shown
D3
DGA Midnight Flyer, mold 40
D4
DGA Midnight Flyer. mold 100
05
DGA Mldl'llgI’lIFlyer, mold 50
06
DGA Midnight Flyer. mold 80 (165 9 size’)

S
$3
$6
$6
$7
$7
398

15

.

.

.

.

Note All

Midnight Flyer orders

will be titled with the heaviest
stock on a lirst Come. lirsl serve basis
1979 FPA World Freestyle Championships T-shirt -Jell Soto
doing a llamingitis (blue or tan. SIIES S M.l and XI )
Same as S2 except women's out (small size.
tan only)
3rd Period CPI All Star Special (9 3/8" diam )
(llesh. green, blue. purple. tan with black or gold hot stamp)
2nd Period CPI All Star—the lamous unbreakable model
(orange or red) 9 3/8" diarn
2nd Period 50 Mold Super Pro (play catch invent games

disc tell

S2

..

in

.

S2w
21
22

.

23

25 L
00
00 L
50 L
00 L
50L
00 L

$4 00 VI

$4 00 VL
$6 00 VL
$6 OOVL

-

S6 00 VL
engraving). with mold number (blue) 10“ diam
The Space Saucer
First exclusive ollering ol the "missing link‘ Dartmouth disc
Some are in the original package with the original set ot instructions lor the Guts like
"Space Saucer Game" The discs are 9 1/2" in diameter and are composed ol prepolyethyleneplastic Needless to say. these discs are limited in quantity and are ole
lered strictly on a lirst come. first serve basis All discs are in excellent or better
—

cond
SSV1

Turquoise hiarbled color

SS-2 Red
SS-3 Green
S54 Yellow (one per person limit)
SS-5 Red (in original pyckage) one per person limit
.

Hi! I'm Carol Moldl, director 01 the FDM Mail
Order Service. the only mail order service that
gives you a bimonthly updated listing and
same day shipping. That means any discs you
order will be at your front door within a week's
time. (Unless you are one 01 our overseas
friends). Give our speedy service a try. we are
we

know

..

.

.

540 00
U.S. AND CANADIAN SHIPPING: (one mini rlisii
I .‘ lIttItl) iiiiy one item .50, 2-3 items
$1.00, 4-6 items $1.50, 7-10 items $2.00. 11 in I|t‘Ilt'. 1.: ‘ill IIVIII 15 items $3.00.
AIR MAIL OR UPS BLUE LABEL: Send llilllliltllliir 'iItl|t|I|lI[] charge as deposit; you will be billed
tor the balance or refunded the dIIIt"lt'lii it Hit! illlluimii.ii is $1.00 or more either way.
OVERSEAS SHIPPING; send doubii» III!‘ II'iIlIlI ll 3‘. riliiiiiiiiig charge as deposit; you will bebilled
.-

at cost for the balance‘ or retunrti-1‘ I|t(' lIlII||lltltt u_ it lliii dlllerence is $1.00 or more either way.
OVERSEAS AIRMAIL: Send loiii Illlll“i IIIII It‘iIittI -iliiiiping charge; you will be billed at cost

Make check

April—l\/lay

.

1-

$30 00

lor the balance.

50 Fl JM

iienizseiz

$30 00

.

SS-6 Vellow (in original package) one per person limit

proud of our handling system, and
you will enjoy the result

..

..

.

y

$15 00
$15 00
$20 00

or

relundml

or money rii»li~i

IIII’ IIIIIIIHIIII ii, it ltiii

ilitlerence is $1.00

or more

either way.

ii.iy.ilitii in l ()M and send to: FDM, P.O. Box 342. Newark. N Y 14513.

ASSIIIE

May 31-June 1

NAS Meet
Huntsville, Alabama
DDC-SCF
Contact: Tom Monroe, 617 Cleermont Dr.
SE, Huntsville, AL 35801
—

June 7-8

90637.

MAGAZINE WRITERS, ILLUSTRATORS, PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED.
If you already have work related to disc sports
or would like to get involved, contact Flying
Disc Magazine at P.O. Box 342 Newark, New
FREELANCE

NAS Meet
Amherst, Massachusetts
SCF-Golf
Contact: Daryl Elliott, PO. Box 333,
Amherst, MA 01002
—

June 14-15
NAS Meet
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Distance-SCF
Contact: John Sappington, 1708
Charlton, Ann Arbor, MI 48103
—

1980 WEST VIRGINIA FRISBEE“
DISC CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

April 5, Parkersburg, Distance, MTA, DDC
April 6, Wheeling, Accuracy, MTA, DDC
April 19, Charleston, Accuracy,
Golf, Freestyle
April 20, Huntington, Distance,
Golf, Freestyle
May 10 and 11, Charleston, Finals
in all events

Contact, Jeff Butler, 1420 Virginia Street,
East Charleston, West Virginia 25301.
(304) 346-5639

results
ST. PAUL WINTER CARNIVAL
SAUCER GOLF TOURNAMENT,
ST. PAUL, MN, FEBRUARY 3, 1980

JUNIOR PAR
OPEN PAR

27
29

TOTAL
54
58

27
29

JUNIOR WOMEN
1. Dawn Madland
2. Kathy Jedrzejek
3. Gwen Gorres

29
29
37

JUNIOR MEN
1. John Sturtevant
2. Brian Ellstrom
3. Rob Arthur

26
27
26

OPEN WOMEN
29
1. Micki Coleman
2. Bernice Klongerbo 34
36
3. Laurie Abraham
OPEN MEN
1. Troy Abraham
2. Tim Mackey
3. Tim Olson

27
27
27

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Hong Kong

Fllllwlllkf.

2. Mill City
3. Beer City
4. Windy City

continued

on

page 52

ILLUSTRATED MARKETPLACE
INFORMATION
These box display ads offer an
economical, but highly visible, way to
announce your product or service to
thousands of disc players every
month.
1 inch box costs
$10.00
2 inch box costs
$20.00
3 inch box costs
$30.00
All ads are 2 1/4 inches wide. Agency,
cash, andotherdiscounts do not
.
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apply. Layout and typesetting charge
is $15.00 per ad. Art work (other than
layout and typesetting) billed at cost.
No layout or typesetting charge when
camera-ready mechanicals are

provided.

Deadline for the Aug./Sept. issue:
May 30, 1980.
For Oct./Nov. issue: July 30, 1980
Deadline for ads requesting artwork:
30 days earlier than regular deadline
dates. Please include payment with
submission of ad copy.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES:
$5.00 for up to 50 words, $.20 per
word over 50. Phone numbers, zip
codes, and abbreviations count as
one word each. Deadline for

submitting copy is 60 days
preceeding first day of publication

30
33
38

(59)
(62)
(75)

27
28
33

(53)
(55)
(59)

35

33
34

(64)
(67)
(70)

26
27
27

(53)
(54)
(54)

SECOND ANNUAL U-W MILWAUKEE
GUTS FRISBEE"‘ DISC CLASSIC.
JANUARY 12-13, 1980.
1.

A catalog listing many interesting discs. Collectables and throwing stock are featured Send
self—addressed business size envelope to: Orbitors Odyssey, PO. Box 911, La Mirada, CA

month. Please include payment with
submission of ad copy.

FOR SA LE
DYNAMO DISC! Electrifying Field Disc Came!
Uses Freestyle techniques Coals available post
paid at $59 (Budget), $99 (Standard), $149
(Deluxe) per set Or send for free drawings and
build it yourself Nylon nets available, $19/set.
Rules free. All inquiries answered Co for the
Coal! Dynamo Disc! PO. Box 10308, Oakland,
CA 94610
SCF WORLD CHAMP MINIS AND NEW
FRISBEE SOUTH MINIS
75¢ or two for $1,
I shirts $5, Wonder Mist (last of the good foriiiii|.i) ‘Im, new FB-.3 $5 (still the best for SCF].
Si-iiil i.isli, (heck or money order to: Tom
I\I()l)I()t‘_ (:17 Cleermont Dr, Huntsville,
/\l.iIi.iiii.i Villtll
—

2,000 PILCE INVENTORY OE FLYING DISCS:
Iiiilivi<lii.iI putt-s total $13,000.00. Sell all or
part lniiiiiiu-s li1VlI(‘(I Roger Barrett, 809 Cerrito St /\Ili.iny,( /\ 94706 (415) 526-8468.
,

York 14513.

A limited numberof
COLLECTORS SPECIAL
the famed Sky—Pies are now available for sale
or trade. This offering allows you a choice of
two colors, maroon or red. These original, mint,
unpackaged discs are priced at $30 each or
$55 for a two color set The Sky-Pie is one of the
earliest designed plastic discs (late 1940's). Irv
cluded in all orders IS a copy of the original
package and marketing sheet Check or money
order payable to: Dan Mangone, P.O Box 911,
La Mirada, CA 90637, (714) 523-5282.
—

BOARDS AND BEES PRO SHOP. We have
new flying discs that you want in your collection. Plus we have all Frisbee discs and disc
related items. For Price List, send selfaddressed stamped envelope to: Boards and
Bees Pro Shop, 2251 Meurs, Wyoming, Ml
49509.

MISCELLANEOUS
PHILADELPHIA FRISBEEG’ disc CLUB
Seeks NEW MEMBERS. The Philadelphia club
is active in all areas of play and competition.
We are seeking to build a National Ultimate
Championship Team. So if Ultimate is your
thing you have found the right spot. The PFC
practices Ultimate six days a week. Golf (at
nearby Sedgely Woods Disc Golf Course
among others), Freestyle, D.D.C., Collecting
and K-9 are also active areas in our club The
PFC host World, National, Regional, State and
local tournaments each year, so if you like
organizing and running first class competitions, the Philadelphia Club welcomes your
input and support. For more information contact Jim Powers, P.O. 322, Wayne, PA 19087.
(215) 687-1917.
—

CATCH THIS! The Adirondack Frisbee‘) disc
Group is a new, fired-up club seeking new
members and anyone else interested in disc
work, play, or competition. Calling all you
disc fanatics up here in the North Country to
"come out, come out" wherever you are For
further info contact: Dan O'Mara, Twin
Cedars, Fawnridge Dr., Lake Placid, NY 12946
(518) 523-4338.

The organizers of the FPA-F.L0.W. tournaseeking qualified and experienced personnel to help staff, promote,
and organize this new series of events. Interested parties should iuntact the FPA at 90
Morton Avenue, Apt 15, Albany, NY 12202; or
F.L.O.W at P 0 Ilox ‘H12, Seattle, WA 98105.

ment series are

FDl\/l

/\pri|-May 5'1
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Many of our readers have read the
message we had enclosed in the first
issue of FDM. If you didn’t see that
message, then this one is for you.
We, the publishers of Flying Disc
Magazine, strongly feel that there is a
need for a monthly magazine reporting on the whole spectrum of disc flying activities. Our goal from the very
beginning was to produce this much
needed monthly magazine, and we
are well on our way to achieving that
goal. Our experiences along the way
have taught us that, given the limited
resources we started out with, the

only way we can possibly achieve our
goal of publishing monthly is to begin
by publishing on a bi—monthly basis.
We had hoped to start right out
with

an

issue every month because

anything less is somewhat limited in
its capability to keep our readers in-

formed with the very latest and up—todate news about disc flying. But, as a
means to this goal, bi—monthlypublication not only serves the purpose,
but is absolutely necessary. It will
allow us to build up the all—important
readership level and the advertising
revenues that are needed in order to
make our goal of producing a month-

ly magazine a reality.
Until then, we are going to take extra measures to make our bi—monthly
version as up—to—date and informative
as possible. Send us your comments
and ideas;
bosses.

our

Yours in disc

readers

are our

flying,

Jim Palmeri & Mike

Guernsey

only

‘

‘.1

y

/1

‘

._

Frisbee T-Shirt

“And then there was Disc”
Beautiful three color print on
Hanes 100% Cotton T-Shirt,
S, M, L, in light blue, yellow, and tan
$5.95 plus 1.00 postage. Also
available in light blue 100% cotton
surgeon's O.R. shirt $11.95.
Send to:
Sundisc Dept. E.
Box 2365, Boulder, Co. 80302

catalogue of international
flying discs is finally off the press.
Write for a free copy today. Send
SASE to DCW, East Side Box 2456,
Providence, R.l., 02906.
That

FREESTYLE
PLA YERS
A SS 0 CIA TION
lr(‘(‘Stylf‘t's ('()l1(‘(‘l’I‘lP(l with the quality
nature of competitive freestyle play are
invited to join [hr I-‘reestvle Players
Associatioii. The annual ln(‘l1lbt‘I‘Sl1lp fee is
$3.00 and includes a subscription to the
All

and

FPA Forum, aI1iiilrirmati\'P and up [(>»(‘lal(‘

newsletter row-ring all the issues (‘()n(‘(‘l‘l1lng
rompctitivr: play. Send in: FPA. 90 Morton
AV('l1u(‘, Apt. 15, Albany. N.Y. l2‘.l0‘2.

1979 AMERICAN FLYING DISC OPEN
MICRO-DISCS. Illtiik laglo hot stamp on
yellow, Wllllt’, T(‘(l, or iii<)i)iigl(>w (list $7’)
Flaine Kdufiiinii, 77 ( l'lll(‘l1(l('l1 lllvtl R()( llt‘Sl(’f,
NY 14620

LEARN HOW TO FIND THEM ALL!

PLUTO PLATTERS

Frisbee disc South tillers L‘
variety of enteiiaiiiiiiu allll
educational programs.

dGlTlOl1Slfflll()l1S.Lllllltband
lectures

llOl'l

well

as

as

(_/lljdlllfil

oi iournameiits tmiiii.

and Frisbee (llS( (jrill

FLYING SAUCERS
C

COLORED PROS

have

8 sure lire-can't miss—why didn't I thinkol that’?
Secrets on locating discs. Send two one dollar
bills to‘

FRISBEEG’ dlsc CLEARING HOUSE
225 Circle Drive
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

lIIll'i(‘i

pertoiriietl

LIT llw

iiIl|Ilil

Dome the Oiriiii iAii.iiii.ii
the Rose Bowl allll \/i|llltll'.
universities

Sllllllllllltl

centers, L-ii: aiiil llilvt‘ tn».
TT8WS[l<’|[tI'l illli l4

Ti

5067') Ill

and ll:lEVl’\llrll niiuw
the Cfitlnlly

Curl8l\l

WITH “FR|SBEE® disc COLLECTING
BY THE MASTER”

K

Frisbee GISC Souiii IIll‘llIliI'l'

ii-.iii.
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a<;i:tiiriiil.il
nalltiiilll
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TOM |‘.li illlti il
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FLYING DEC MAGAZINE

Wodr

by Jamte lvlalrlt

Six Years Ago:
May 4th and 5th, 1974

Uzzple

Uhserambte these taut
scrambled wards, arte letter
to each square, to farm taur
aratharv wards Some are disc;
related words

The First Octad

—

The forefather of the NAS Series
that’s one way to describe the first

Octad,

a

very

significant tournament

in the evolution of disc flying as a
sport. Dan, the “Stork”, Roddick and
“Flash” Kingsley conceived and
directed this competition, which consisted of eight events designed to find
the single best overall disc flyer in the
nation. And the nation was indeed

geographically represented: Roger

Barrett and Victor Malafronte from
California; Jim and John Palmeri
from Rochester, New York; John
Kirkland and Dave Johnson from
Boston; and Irv Kalb and 1976 Series
disc personality, Jimmy Scala, from
New Jersey. There were twenty—four
other adventurous competitors. Some
were

attending their first big competi-

tion and are still with us today, like
J.C. Cohn, renowned distance
thrower. Others were attending their
first and last meet, and were never
heard of again, like Mike Nessen of

Philadelphia, 21 good golfer.
We competed in the usual distance

and accuracy events; it new event, to
of us at least, called disc golf; a
neat event called trick throw accuracy; the new 'l‘R(‘ and MTA
events; a game called court; and the
some

predecessor

eastern trick

to

freestyle competition,

catch. Eastern trick catch

involved scoring points for each trick
catch you made from your
opponent's throw. You couldn't scorc
anything for it delay; no one had
even heard ol‘ such a thing.
The big overall winner for this first
ever comprehensive test of all—around
disc skills? Who else‘! .|ohn Kirkland,
of course, getting an curly start on his
“Disc Athlete of the l)cc;|de” award.

BRUMETH
IIIIIII
EHEMEEE
BESALT
IIIIII
EHEEEE

lT TPKES THEM TO PLAY lT
New arrange the ctrctea tetters to term the sarprtse ahswer.

as

stlggestect by

the

at‘><;>ve Cartaoh
t

Illl

rt -'tr‘l.swt;’er here

Answer to last issue's puzzle:

cc»unta
NEXT
ISSUE

Otto Anderson's report

on

Santa Barbara

Flight testing the original four signature
World Class 119g disc
Interview with former world
Van Sickle

champ, Krae

Dave Johnson's “Adventures of

Gyro"

Hyzer

and

Collecting the “Zo|ar"
Fl ltd Ar

rt;

l_l ly 53

Fcaturing: Super Airflow l)csign
10.5 lmh

Available in:

I60 (}ran1s
\'irIu'.1|l_\' l‘nbrvakaIh|c

\\'hit(',Blue

or

-

Red with 3_-Color

()nl_\
ram

S|\'\'—PR()
S 3.00

disctaft

PfOdU¢tS

-

box 275

-

Stamp
S 4.50

WESTLAND, MICHIGAN
43135

<c>Frisbee is a brand name and registered
trademark of Wham—O Mfg. Co.
©1980 Wham—O Mfg. Co., 835 E. El Monte St
‘

